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..Preface

During the Fall of 1975, the Center for Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion, The Ohio State University, conducted a series of career education
"mini-conferences" under a grant received from the Office of Career Educa-
tion, U.S. Office of Education. These mini-Conferences were organized and
conducted under the leadership of Dr. Richard Miguel, Center for Voca-
tional and.Technical Education.

Mini-conference participants were selected horn a pool of almost 3,000
nominations recf:ived from throughout the United States. Persons asked to
make nominations for all 12 mini-conferences included the State Coordina-
tors of Career Education in each State education agency and approxiMately
250 local school system coordinators..of career education who had served as
participants. in 1974 mini-conferences-conducted by the Office of Career
Education, U.kOffice of Education.

For the first fotir 1975 mini-conferences whose content is reported here,
special thanks are due Dr. David Darland, National Education Association,
for the nominations he secured using his 'NEA communications network.
Dr. Darland worked long and hard in. securing NEA nominations represent-
ing teachers who were active both in the National Education Association and

. simultaneously engaged in career education practices in their classrooms.
.From the final pool of nominations received, I, the-Director, Office nf

Career Education, U.S. Office of Education, made the final selection of
persons invited to serve as participants. The prime criterion used in selecting
participants was their involvement and experience in actually delivering
career education at the K-12 level. From those meeting this basic criterion,
participants were sought for each of the 12 mini-conferences who represented:
(a) all major regions of the United States; (b) rural, suburban, and urban
school settings; (c) both minority and non-minority persons; and (d) both
women and men. "A conscious" attempt was made to cnsurc that at any
given mini-conference not more than one person from any given State would
be represented..That is, a truly national picture was sought. While the final
list of participants at all nii.rii,.conferences did not always meet all of these
criteria, it did come close.

I led the group discussion at each min..-conference. Dr. Richard Miguel
served as co-leader of each discussion. The notes on which this monograph is
based were taken by myself. These notes were handwritten during each mini-
conference and thus represent only a small portion of the total discussion
taking place. An attempt has been made, however, to capture the major
thoughts and recommendations eXpressed by conference participants.

The complete technical report of all mini-conferences is being prepared by
Dr. Richard Mignel, Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The
Ohio State University. This monograph is one of a series prepared by the



Office of Career Education, USOE, summarizing thoughts and recommenda-
tions of various mini-conference groups. It represents an attempt to sum-
marize the thoughts, experiences, and recommendations of 49 educators
engaged in career education efforts at the K-12 level.

These educators were brought together in four groups(a) K-3 persons;
(b) 4-6 persons: (c) 7-9 persons: and ((I) 10-12 persons,---representing the
four basic levels of the K-12 system. .Each mini-conference was conducted,
using essentially an unstructured format, for 2 full days. The "agenda" foreach conference was, in effect, made up by the participants. As a result,
some of the specific topics considered at one conference were completely
ignored by participants at Other conferences. While this led to some reduc-
tion in commonality of kinds of opinions expresssed, it had the advantage of
encouraging eaeh participant to express herself/himself fully on any topic
or problem of concern.

This report is, admittedly. a most inadequate attempt to capture the
tremendous spirit of professionalism and commitment evidenced by the con-
ference participants. To adequately describe each participant would require
another publication much longer than this one. As a result, only their names,
official titles; and .school addresses are listed in the appendix to this paper.
To contact any of these participants would be an exciting, and challenging
learning opportunity. To become personally acquainted with each, as I did
during these mini-conferences, is an indescribably stimulating, joyful, and
beneficial experience.

If the contents of this monograph are helpful to any other persons, alF
expressions of thanks and appreciation should go to these 49 teachers who,
in effect, are.its true "authors." I have simply tried to record, organize, and
express their contributions in a- way that, hopefully, will be easy to compre-
hend. If you read this paper, I hope it will become clear. why I.refer to these
49 professional educators as "THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE." They truly are.
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Introduction

Career education has been pictured as a vehicle for change in American
education. Chang:. real changewill have occurred only when it can be
seen in the attitudes and actions of classroom teachers. All others in educa-
tion and in the broader community can facilitate change, but they cannot
make it occur. The teaching/learning process is the basic delivery system of
education. This process is clearly the primary domain of the classroom
teacher.

Career education conceptualizers have, from the start, recognized the key
and crucial role of the classroom teacher in this reform effort. Thousands of
words have been written and spoken on this subject. Ikbate, controversy,
and philosophical differences have been and continue -to be apparent among
the conceptualizers. In the midst of this controversy, many professional class-
room teachers at the K-12 level have quietly, but conscientiously, proceeded

to define for themselves their role and function in career education. They
have done so, not primarily through words, but rather through their actions.

The purpose of this monograph is to -describe the role and function of
1(.42...classroom teachers in career education. The means for doing so con-
sists primarily in reporting the thoughts and actions 'of 49 classroom teachers
now engaged in operationally defining career education for themselves. Every
action and activity reported here has, in fact, taken place. The thoughts and
opinions reported, here are, with the exception of minor editorial comments,
those expressed, by these 9 t:eachers. No pretense is made tharthese actions
are- ideal nor that these teachers have completed the change- process called
for by career education. Rather, they are intended to picture, the role and
functions of classmom teachers in career education for what it is at this
point in time; i.e., as an.evolving concept.

The Contents of this report have been organized around a number of
topic's. Each topic is discussed through reporting on the thoughts and actions
of those teachers among the 49 who commented The price to be paid in
choosing this.approach is that of missing the total contributions of any given
teacher. While, to be sure, a heavy price, it was felt to be-a worthwhile one in
that we gain the advantage of identifying 'and discussinraltical isues that
other professional classroom teachers must resolve for themselves as they
make their own decisions concerning career education. Providing such a
basis for thought and action is the prnnary purpose of this publication.

The six major topics to be discussed include: (a) Career Education and.
Instruction: (b) The Process of Career Education: (c) The Substance of
Career Education; (d) Career Education, The Teacher, and the Broader
Connnunity; (el Perceived Benefits of Career Education; and (f) Prospects
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for Career EducatiOn and the Classroom Teacher. Each of these majc
topics is, in turn, further divided into a number of smaller topics. The:
topics are not exclusive ones. A great deal of overlap was inevitable an
will be readily apparent to the reader.

9
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Career Education and Instruction

'
We begin with what must be a prime concern of all professional teachers;

namely, the substantive content of instruction which students will hpoefully
learn. At the elementary school level, this content is centereci around the
basic skills. At the junior and senior higl: school levels, it centers around
particular subject matter areas. Unless career education can be seen to in-
fluence the ways in which, and the degree to which, such content is acquired
by pupils, it cannot truly be considered as a vehicle for educational change.

Efforts of classroom teachers here can be divided into three levels. First,
we will look at efforts of teachers to F imply relate instructional content to
careers so that students understand n lationships do exist. Second, we will
look at efforts to use career education activities specifically for the purpose
of improving academic achievements in what, otherwise, can be thought of
.as standard classroom instruction. Finally, we will describe the efforts of
several teachers to reorganize large segments of the teaching/learning process
around acareer education approach. It should be obvious that an increasing
degree of change is present as we move from one level to another.

Relating Subject Matter to.Careers

A man from an auto parts store showed third graders, when they made a
lield trip to his store, his complicated filing system. By doing so, he was able
to give them a very practical example of why it is important to learn the
alphabet..

A Honda repairman, serving as a resource person in a second grade class-
morn, told the pupils of misfortuneithat had happened to him because he

.did not know enough math. Because of his lack of knowledge of mathe-
matics, his books were-in bad shape and he was forced to hire an accountant
at a cost of $400 to straighten them out.

Bertha Morris, a first grade teacher in Newark, Del., with the help of
several parents built "McVay Manor" in her classroom. This consisted of
four buildings, each 3 feet long and 5 feet wide. Thew buildings, labeled
with names from the world of work, were used to teach various subject
matters. For example:

The."TV building" was used while teaching social studies
The "store front" was used whik teaching mathematics
The "factory" was used while teaching science
The "school". was used while teaching language arts

Activities were designed and materials were dor,pted by parents for each.
"building" relating subject matter to various kinds of careers. The pupils

3
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regarded the whole complex as their "conmnmity." Bertha reports that over
and beyond seeing relationships between subject matter and work, this
rather comprehensive effort enabled her.pupils also to see the great depend-
ence of each person on a variety of workers.

Each of these three activities was designed basically to motivate students to
learn more subject matter thmugh showing them how it is needed by persons
in the world of paid employment. The titn2 that each took was part of the
time any teacher must take to .interest mudents in the substantive content
they are being asked to learn. The activities were 'not designed directly to
influence the manner in whiCh pupils learned subject matte'', but only to
motivate them to learn. This, then, represents one level at which car,.,.r
education and instruction are being related by professional classroom

All three of the examples presented here were drawn from th,.! ;:uary
school level. While examples could also be given front other it.A.Lls, :he
principle remains the same. One senior high teacher cautiont,d that this
approach works very well for students who have already made tentative
occupational Choices related to the examples the teacher is using: however,
it does not wol* nearly as well in the case of those manv senior high school
students who are completely undecided about. what to do with their lives.
This is a caution worth remembering.

Improving Academic Achievement.Through Career Education

Career education advocates have claimed that if teadiers use a career
education approach to the teaching/learning process. students will learn
more in .school. Teachers now engaged in career education seem to agree.
Of 12 teachers working at the 4-6 level, 11 agreed that this is a realistic
goal, and 8 of the 11 were certain they are attaining it. Similar expressions
of agreement were heard from teachers at all other levels. Two senior high
school English teachersCatherine Schwarz. lf Ann Arbor, and Annie
Hale of 'Carrollton, .Ala.--were particularly adamant on this point. (While
this is not the place to report it in detail, it shoUld be noted here that a
growing body of research evidence supports this kind of teacher -assertion,
some of which is suttnnatized in a forthcoming monograph contracted for by
the National Advisory Council for Career Education.)

A nuir.ber o: examples of teacher actions can be given here. One excellent
example was reported by Jim Wilcox, junior high teacher. Devils Lake,
N. Dak. Them, according to Jim, teachers have devised a set of suggested
activities to help students learn individual subject area topics. For example,
if the topic is "diction," the teacher can look under this heading and dis-
cover a number of possible career edvcation activities that could be used .to
teach this subject. The suggested activities have been organized in a "scope
and sequence" arrangement so that teachers at any levelK-12can find
suggested activities appropriate to that level,

4



Jim reports this kind of organintional structure (which uses subject matter
as the basis for organization) is of tremendous use to teachers when a parent'
or a principal observes an activity taking place and inquiries with respect to
what subject matter suidents are supposed to be learning. This, apparently,
is not an uncommon problem. One fourth grade teacher reported that,
in spite of her efforts to show pupils they were learning subjeLt matter
through career education activities, one boy told his mother that "we haven't
studied English for 2 months." Rosa Detarnore, who teaches Grades 4, 5,
and 6 in Julesburg, Colo., tries to overcome this problem by. taking 7 to 10
minutes at the end of each day's career education activity approach to
teaching in order to help pupils answer the question, "What subject matter
did we learn today?"

Other examples abound. Rosalyn Smith, a 5th grade teacher in Washing-
ton, D.C., taught her pupils the alphabet by asking them to list as many
occupations.as possible beginning with each letter of the alphabet. When the
letter "H" came up, one pupil used as his example the. occupation
"hustler." This led Rosalyn into some values clarification activities which
she also worked into ,teaching subject matter.

Brenda Dykes, Sulphur Springs, Tex., told us about a game used in history
classes called the "1906 Urban -Survival Caine." Here, students are told:
"You are an Italian immigrant corning to the United States in 1906. You
have two advantages: (a.) You can speak English, and. (b) your uncle gave
you $100. Plan your next 3 years." After students have written their "plans,"
the history,teacher then relates to students events.that actually occurred dur-
ing the period 1906-09 that would probably have upset their plans. Brenda
reports this to be an excellent way of .combining the study of history with
basic principles of career planning.

Jim Knott, a senior high social studies teacher in Carroll, Iowa, has
repOrted a unique appmach to teaching humanities instituted as part of *heir
career education effort. For 3 years, his students have taken responsibility
for collecting at the local imel data related to a statewide survey of industry
Sponsored by the Iowa Ci.nber of Commerce. As a result of contacts made
in this activity, students have identified a number of persons in the business-
labor-industry conununity working in occupations these students are consider-
ing as poSsible occupational choices. The "humanities course" Jim now
teaches is carried ,out in 2-hour blocks of time 3 days a week-and consists of
students "buddying" with employed persons in the community in their tenta-
tive area of occupational choice. Grades are based on a paper each student
writes entitled "What I Learned From What I Did." Jim feels this approach
to teaching.humanities to senior high students, as an elective, is very effective.

Catherine Schwarz, a senior high s:..hool English teacher in Howell, Mich.,
regard :. her primaly tasks to consist of teaching writing, speaking, and Com-
munications skills to her students. While she has not changed in this basic
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commitment, she simply is meeting it now through a career education empha-
sis: For example, she used the play "Death of a Salesman" to help her
students see the meaningfulness that collies from work. In a more spedfic
adaptation, she asked each student to make a tentative occupational choice,
to research it both through reading and 'through interviews with employed
workers, and to then write a research paper to be graded as an English
composition. She repeats this activity iy to 3 times per year and indicates it
to be a helpful means of career exploration as well as an excellent means of
teaching writing skills.

Annie Hale, a senior high school English teacher in AlicevilleNla., has
chosen literature for her stud,mts to read that is multi-cultural and which
exemplifieS ways in which minority persons have ":uade it" in today's occupa-
tional society. She reports high student interest in this kind of reading and
considers that, by using a career eclueation approach. her students are learn-
ing more skills in English than they weie when she was using a more
standard approach to selecting niaterials.

Mike Watman, who teaches a course in Consumer Mathematics in Dover,
N.H., asked his students to interview employed persons in the community to
identify consumer math pioblems they are facing. He then constructed the
problems 'used in his class around those his students had discovered to exist
in that local community.

Some teachers have attempted to formalize the career education activities
they are, using to help their students learn more subject matter. A good
example is Jerry Hoffman, a senior high school social studies teacher. in
Powell, Wyo. Jerry has prepared a book entitled "Career Activities in Social
Studies: Grades 9-42." This book contains many examples of ways to make
senior high school social studies, including history, more exciting and mean-
ingful to students through career education activities.

In all .the exampks in this section, the primary emphasis of the teacher
has been on the 'subject matter to he taught, not on career education
activities. The career education activitie`s used have consisted, by and large
(with the exception of Jim Knott's special humanities course) of infusing a
short series of activities into a rather standard approach to teaching. This,
then, represents a second level at which career education and instruction
are being tied together by teachers.

Major Instructional Reorganization Through Career Education

A third level at which some teachers have related instruction 'and career
education is through major reorganization of the teacher's approach to
imparting substantive content. In such instances, the most apparent thing
students see is the activity, not the content per se. One fourth grade teacher
put it well when she said that, while increases in basic Academie skills may

. very well represent a major goal of the teacher in career education, it is not,
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apparently, a major goal of most students. The students are "turned on" by
the activities themselves, not by feeling that as a result of engaging in these
activities they are likely to 1.2arn more subject matter.

For a teacher to successfully use this approach, he/she must have a firm
grasp of the subject matter to be imparted, feel secure in his or her ability
to impart the subject matter, and be experienced in working with students
in a teaching/learning relationship. Sever.al examples of activities "invented"
and used by such teachers are presented..in this section. Because of space
limitations, each, had to be greatly condensed in this report.

One good example was reported by Roxanne Schmidt who 'teaches at the
grade 4-6 level in Scio, N.Y. Roxy helped her students start a "school store"
as a major activity of the year. Pupils formed committees and decided what
kinds of articles they wanted to sell in their store. They wrote letters to
various companies to determine the wholesale and suggested retail prices for
each article. After further study and deliberation, they decided to borrow
$250 from the high school activity fund to ptirchase the articles. The:store's
personnel structure was established, and various "jobs" were assigned to
individual pupils. Once the store began operation, they sold enough articles
to pay back .the $250 they had borrowed and to sponsor one Phillipine stu-
dent: they still had a net profit of $200 to .divide. Roxy repOrts that there
was no part of her curriculum that failed to receive attention as a distinct
emphasis in this major class activity.

.Dorothy Clark teaches .at the grade 4-6 level in North Little Rock, Ark.
As a major activity during the 1974-75 school year, she created a "mini-
economy" in her classroom.. The pupils made "play money" for use in the
mini-economy. (Note: Another teacher, also using the "mini-economy"
approach, mported receiving consultative assistance from one of the Federal
Reserve Banks. through the local banker, in determining exactly how many
bills for various denominations are needed ,to operate a "mini-cmnomy" of
30 persons.) Under Dorothy's system, pupils could "earn" money for a
variety of work activities. (For example, she gave them "money" for practic-
ing good work habits.) Naturally, it wasn't long before pupils had acquired
considerable "money." They then discussed thk: concept of banking and
established their own "bank" in which they could make deposits and with-
drawals. They tlwn decided to establish a "mini-mall" in the classroom
containing different kinds of "stores." Pupils were given "work days" (I-hour
periods on an occasional basis) during which they Could manufacture various
articles for sale in their "stores." At income tax time, pupils had to figure
how much they had earned, what their expenses had been, and how to
calculate their business and personal taxes..During the 1975-76 school year,
Dorothy has interested other teachers in her school in this divmach. As a
result, they have now established a "world trade" activity Fchool wi de , oper-
ating on the same principles, with each teacher having a different "Country."
Dorothy feels there is very little she wants to teach that cannot be incor-
porated into the "mini-economy" concept.
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Rilby. Hauder teaches .at the grades 4-6 level in Nampa, Idaho. She
inisiated with her pupils a major study of local. State, and national govern-
ment. This included bringing in a number .of persons working for govern-
ment ai one of the three levels and discussing their careers. Following this,
the pupils role played government workers in a Variety of situations faced
with a variety of "problens." Specific activities included making posters,
writing and delivering speeches, photographing people and places, and inteT
views with, many kinds.. of workers. Ruby feels that a great deal of basic
content was taught around this activity and that the activity itself had great
appeal to her pupils.

Julie Jantzi is a junior high social studies teacher in Milford, Nebr. Last
year, the local city government was faced with the question of whether or
not to build a median strip down Main Street in Milford. Julie arranged
for her students to debate the issues, write letters to city officials, and
participate"in actual &bates during hearings on the topic. Her students
drew maps.of the proposed median. Using library skills, they studied the
question of appropriate kinds of flowers (scienee mule in here) to plant in
the median strip. The floral 'arrangement finally adopted was designed in
the form of an American flag by a boy who prior to this activity had been
most difficult to reach through traditional teaching approaches. The class
then discussed the question of who should plant flowers in the median strip.
After studying various alternatives, they recommended to city governmeLt
officials that they make this a volunteer activity for persons living in the
local retirement home. Thus, what started as a major project in Julie's
social studies class wound up involving many teachers in her school along
with many menthers of the connnunity. She reported this to be a very mean-
ingful learning experience for her students. (Apparently others must have
agreed as Julie has been recently selected as "1975 Nebraska Teacher of
the Year"!)

Mary Sue Gentry is Career Education Specialist in Las Vegas, Nev. There,
a local educational TV station produced 41 films covering various occupa-
tions, with 22 being designed for use at the 6th grade level and 22 at 7th
grade. Each film is designed to cover locally well known occupations and
to be related tO a specific part of the curriculum. (For example, the film on
"mining engineer" is designed for use in mathematics and science classes.)
Each film is presented for teacher use along with a series of suggested
followup career education activities the teacher can use in helping students
learn more subject matter. At the senior high school level, they have pro-
duced six films on cafeer exploration which are shown and discussed with
students by counselors as part of the senior high school sotial studies cur-
riculum. The six senior high school films are entitled:.
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Name of Film

"I've Got a Name: Part I"
"I've Got A Name:.Part II"
"Where Do I Start?"
"Career Frontier"
"More than Meets the Eye"
"Brave New World"

Area of Career Exploration

Knowing Oneself
Analysis of Careers
Orientation to Job Opportunities
Exploration of Careers
Education & Training
High School Program' Planning

With this complete series of films covering grades 6 through 12, Mary Sue
reports great success in eneouraging teachers to use a career education
approach in reorganizing their instructional strategies.

An equally ambitious local career education effort was reported by Jeri
Aldridge, a junior high teacher in Evergreen, Colo. Her school district,
using funds made available by the local board of education., has undertaken
a major "values clarification'? project aimed at infusing career education
activities throughout grades 7, 8, and 9. Involving over 100 suggested teacher
activities (such as simulation activities), five basic areas are included: (a)
Why explore? (b) who am I? (c) what's a career? (d) how can school h 1p?
and (e) what can I become? A substantial part of the "what can I become?"
material is aimed at reduction of sex-role stereotyping in career decision
making. The total set of activities is complex in its organization but readily
adaptable for teacher use in the classroom. As written, the materials are
designed primarily for use in language arts and social studies classes. With
the great amount of local time, money, and effort that has already been
devoted to this project, Jeri's school district plans tO copyright the materials
and then make them available to others.

final example is that of Geraldine Phelps, mathematics teacher, Pena-
cook, N.H.. High School. One of the courses she teaches is entitled "Math
for Everyday Living" taken by 9th grade students. The teacher first asks
each student to make a tentative occupational choice. Following this, they
make various kinds of lifestyle decisions (e.g., the kind of house they want to
live in, the kind of community in which they would like to live, etc.). Such
"lifestyle" decisions are made after studying various prices of items and vary-
ing tax rates in communities nearby. Each student is given a "salary"in play
money along with "bills" each month representing the lifestyle and occupa-
tional decisions she/he has made. Geraldine adds up expenses in a simulation
fashion based on various kinds of class activities. (For example, their "long
distance telephone bill". for the month is computed based on how much
extraneous visiting with other students they do during the class period).
Each student is responsible for "paying-hiS bills" each month. Near the end
of the school year. Geraldine has arranged for professional personnel from
their local Community Family Financial Counseling Service to come in and
work with students who have run up "big bills" during the year. Geraldine's
complete program is very innovative and creative, but even this short descrip-



tion should provide readers with an impression that this is a new and exciting
way of teaching mathematics Using a career education infusion format.

I

Summary Comments
In this section, we have tried to demonstrate with actual examples three

levels at which objectives of career education and of instructioncan be ,inter-
woven. The three levels illustrate various degrees of change that teachers are
willing and able to make through career cducation. At each of the levels,
it is hoped that a concern for the substantive content of instruction is both
clear and evident.
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The Process of Career Education

The process of career education at the KI2 level is most appropriately
divided into the two phases of (a) career awareness and (b) career viplora-
tion. The phase generally known by the term "career preparation" is not
included here. Portions of all three phases have already been seen in some
of the earlier examples. Other portions will be seen in following sections.
Here, an attempt will be made to Illustrate teacher activities whose primary
purpo eems to center on either the "career awareness" or the "career
exp oration" phase of career education when viewed as aprocess.

Career Awareness

As might be expected, most of the career awareness activities reported
were those of elementary teachers. Such activities, when seen, are usually
combined with other purposes (e,g. motivation of studéhts, relating careers

..to..subject matter. etc.). The few examples presented here were taken from
teacher reports where apparently career awareness was the primary reason
why the activity was carried.out.

One example was reported from a second grade class where a pupil's
mother, serving as a career, education resource person in the classroom,
talked with pupils about the many "occupational roles" played by the
full-time homemaker. She named 20 in all, including the occupations of
cook, gardener, tailor, accountant. repair person, and public relations expert.
She was able to describe each occupation in general terms and give specific
examples of skills she needed to possess in order to perform in the various
"occupational roles."

A secood example was reported by K-3 teacher who asked her pupils to
make a list of the last names of all class meirthers. They went over the entire
list and discovered several that had been derived from the names of various
occupations. After having done so, the pupils were able to think of other
people they knew whose last names were also derived from names of
occupations.

A third example, reported by Gwendolyn Wright, a 1st grade teacher in
St. Louis, Mo., involved a class chant containing the words "Work, work
we ALL like to work, but NOT the same KIND of work." After repeating
the chant several times, pupils were asked to name as many occupations as
possible and to discuss the contributions each makes to society.

None of these three examples involved a great deal of time or effort on the
part of the teacher. None, obviously, took very much time away from regular
instructional activities. Each was reported to have appeal to students and to
be an .activity that they enjoyed. Certainly, pupils having opportunities to
participate in activities such as these should be able to expand their aware-

, ness and appreciation of work and of occupations.
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Career.Exploration

Career exploration activities designed to help students consider their
interest:in and (sometimes) aptitude for variotis occupational roles were
reported by teachers at every level from third grade through senior high
school. The fact:that in the career education literature such activities have
typically been pictured as most appropriate for the junior high school years
did not change things. While many may well question the appropriateness of
such activities at the K-6 level,..those acquainted with the literature on
career development should not wonder about this kind of teacher activity
at either the junior or at the senior high school levels.

At the third grade level, Marilyn Hildebrandt, Career Education Resource
Teacher,.Ceres, Calif., has reported giving pupils 10 "activity boxes"one
representing each of the 10 areas of vocational interest found on the Kuder

°ference Record, Each box contains a set of activities and materials for
pupils to use in order to see if a partictilar kind of activity appeals to them.
For example, in the "clerical" area, there are tasks on filing, typing, etc.

)After performing the tasks, the pupil is asked "How did you feel about what
you did here?"

Erma Stargel, a junior high school teacher in Bowling Green, Ky., reported
that in the Bowling Green school system fourth grade pupils are asked to
write an essay entitledMhat I Would Like To Be When I Grow Up." The
completed essays are Peed in the pupil's cumulative folder. During the
6th grade and the 8th grade, the essays are.returned to the pupil so that the
pupil can revise them as she/he sees fit. Erma reports that two-thirds of the
students retain the same basic occupational choices between the fourth grade
and the .eighth grade, although inany revise their thoughts about such
occupations when given an opportunity to do so.

Wright Faatz, an 8th grade science teacher in Gorham. Maine, asks each
of his pupils to pick one science (Note: NOT one occupation) that most
appeals to them. The pupil then explores various. careers,:ranging from .the
sub-professional to the professional level, associated, with the particular
science chosen. Wright teams with the 8th grade English teacher in this
activity so that students may write np the results of their career exploration
as an English assignment.

In Warren, Ohio, Anna Calderas. a juniOr high school supervising teacher,
asks students to make tentative occupational choices. After doing so, the
student is asked to interview a person actually employed in that occupation
and to write a report describing the kind of life that person leads. Following
this, the student has an opportunity to role play himself/herself in that
occupation and to report how he/she believes he/she would feel if actually
employed in that occupation.

Jim Wilcox, a junior high teacher in Devils Lake, N. Dak., reports that in
his school the local Explorer Scout Post has been very helpful in formulat-
ing and carrying out career exploration activities with junior high school age
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students. In addition to talking with people engaged in occupations under
consideration by the student, many students also have opportunities to try
out some of the occupational tasks through a systematic unpaid Work experi-
ence portion of the total program.

Patricia McKinney, a junior high teacher in Greer, S.C., points out that
her school system has established what they call "career education centers"
in junior high schools whose primary purpose is to provide basic, simple
vocational skill training for slow learners. A great deal of equipment can be
gathered in one place in the open school in which Pat teaches (although
she reports that having as many as 250 students in a single room makes
for a very high noise level that sometimes causes problems). It would not
require much additional effort, in places where facilities such as these are
present, to install a simulation work and career exploration experience help-
ful in meeting such needs on the part of all junior high school students.

For many good and valid reasons, several senior high schools seem to be
increasing the number of credits required for graduation. This makes possi-
ble the introduction of special career exploration activities for senior high
'school students. Jim Knott, a senior high social studies teacher in Carroll,
Iowa, reports that in his school system students need four more credits to
graduate from high school than were. required 3 years ago. One of the
results was the establishment of a number of "mini-courses" designed to
provide career exploration experiences associated with a variety of occupa-
tions. Students are free to choose one of these "mini-courses" instead of one
of the traditional senior high school elective courses (although they cannot
substitute them for any of the required basic academic courses). Jim reports
great student interest in these "mini-courses" devoted to career.exploration
in the senior high school.

A similar but slightly different career exploration opportunity was reported
by Terri Gormley, senior high school English teacher, Wheaton, Md. Terri
teaches a 2-hour elective course entitled "Career Exploration." The prime
course activity running from October to Mayconsists of 10 hours per week
"intern" experience for each class member during which each is engaged
in unpaid exploratory work activities with various firms and industries in the
area. Students change both intern sites and kinds of occupations to be
explored frequently during the year. Terri acknowledges that some "flak" has
come from teachers of other elective courses who feel Terri is competing with
them for students. She responds by saying that this, indeed, is true and she
sees nothing wrong with it at all.

Annie Hale is a senior high school English teacher in Aliceville, Ala.,
a small, rural community. She points out that in communities such as hers
opportunities for students to ex. 'ore widely across all occupational areas is
not possible through direct experience. That is, many of the occupations.,.._
students would like to explore simply are not found in the community. As a
result, Annie makes extensive use of commercially published occupational
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information, While admitting this is not ideal, she contends that it is far
better than continuing to ignore this very important need of senior high
school students.

Some senior high schools have organized their careej; exploration efforts
aS part of the Summer School program. One example of this was reported by

. .

Ruth Dittes, business education teacher, Richfield, Minn. In Richfield, a
summer course entitled "Careers" provides opportunities for students to
tour, a half day at a time, selected businesses and industries in the Minne-
apolis-St. Paul: area. She reports that, last year, about 30 students enrolled
in this course (which was taught by a distributive education teacher). Ruth
also pointed out that by making this a summer school experience they were.
able to find plenty of buses for transporting students. In addition, students
were able to do extensive career exploration :cithout missing time from their
regular academic year work.

The examples of "career exploration" reported here can be seen to vary
widely in format and in operational delivery systems. Yet, they have in
common an action orientation that lies at the .heart of the -definition of
career exploratiOn. When teachers engaged in such activities were asked to
think of key words that describe the nature and purposes of "career explora-
tion," the most common words they used were "experiencing," "involvement,"
and "testing"all very action oriented terms.
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The Substance of Career Education

The substance of career education is defined by the kihds of learning that
hopefully result from various kinds of career education activities. At a mini-
mum, this includes the following areas of learning: (a) work values; (b)
work habits; (c) knowledge of how to make productive use of leisure time;
(d) self-awareness and self-understanding; (e) career decision making skills;
(f) knowledge of the nature of work and work systems; (g) economic aware-
ness; and (h) job seeking, job getting, and job holding skills. Specific
examples of teacher efforts to help students acquire all of these skills were
not found. (Some, for example, were considered by teachers to be a responsi-
bility of the counselor, not the teacher). However, sufficient examples were
reported so that several teacher actions aimed at imparting some of these
skills can be illustrated in this section.

Work Values and Value Clarification
The topic of "work values" was discussed by teachers at every level from

K through 12. At the K-6 level, teachers pointed out that pupils have
already been exposed to a variety of work values before ever entering the
elementary school. It is not a strange topic for teachers to discuss with their
pupils. Other teachers at this level were quick to point out that many parents
are suspicious of educator efforts to discuss matters of values with pupils and
prefer that this topic be left to discussions held within the home and family
setting. Certainly, many of the examples related earlier make it clear that
the topic of work values is indeed discussed by many K-6 teachers.

At the junior high school level, the ambitious system-wide project on
values and value clarification taking place in Evergreen, Colo., as reported
by Jeri Aldridge, shotild be read again. This is probably the moSt compre-
hensive effort specifically concerned yvith the topic of values that was
reported by these 49 teachers.

In Beckley, W. Va., Wanda Simpkins, a junior high teacher, asked her
pupils to rate a numl,?: of occupations using an instrument containing nine
basic work values. She then asked students to take the list of occupations
home and have their parents rate them using the same nine work values.
When the ratings of students and their parents were compared, it was
apparent that large differences in work values assigned to persons in various
occupations existed. As they sought ,to discuss these differences and how
they should be handled, yet another set of value questions came up.

Annie Hale, senior high English teacher, Aliceville, Ala,, teaches in a '
school with a high proportion of minority students. She has decided to make
a special effort to use multi-cultural o ading materials in hopes of over-
coming race stereotyping in occupation. 1 decisions. She is similarly con-
cerned with sex role stereotyping as a deterrent to freedom of occupational
choice. To reduce this form of bias, she sometimes uses only the feminine
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gender all day in the classroom. (For example, she may say "everyone pass
in her paper now".) While she ha's had objections from a few boys, most of
the students seem to understand and appreciate what she is trying to do.

Terri Gorrnly, senior high English. teacher, Wheaton, Md., has condens,:d
13 previously published "lifestyle activities" descriptions to 7 which :the
feels are now in a sufficiently simplified form so .as to be meaningful :,ind
useful in helping her students explore the total problem of value clarifica
tionincluding work values. After going through the set of exercises in-
volved in these 7 activity packages, each student is asked to write her/his
own "lifestyle" paper.

Another senior high school English teacher, Catherine Schwarz who
teaches in Howell, Mich., has also made special efforts in her classes to
attack the values question. She has been particularly Concerned about reduc-
tion in biases that hinder full freedom of occupational choke. Onc way
she has approached the problem is to ask her all-white class to read Raisin
in the Sun and then to role play the characters. (all black) in t!.,at novel.
She reports this to be effective in helping her students identify some of their
own biases and clarify their own personal values.

Productive Use of Leisure Time
The definition of "work" found in the Office of Education Policy Paper,

An Introduction to Career Education, includes both paid and unpaid work.
This definition has purposely been made sufficiently broad.. to include as
"work" productive use of leisure time. While teachers at every level, K-12,
are engaged in imparting these kinds of skills to students, the primary
examples to be reported here have come from teachers employed in grades
4, and 6. The activitks they report coukl be adapted for use at any
grade level.

We begin, however, with one example from a third grade teacher who
formed "parent interest groups" as part of her career education effort. These
groups meet once every other week for 1 to 2 hours. Parent members of such
groups meet pupils in groups of 1 to 6 to discuss their-libbbies or the par-
tkular kind of volunteer work in which they are engaged. Teachers are free
to use this pre-arranged time for planning.

Marlys Dickmeyer, who teaches grades 4-6 in Crystal, Minn., has at
various times throughout the school year asked each pupil to bring some-
thing manipulative to school that could be used as a productive leisure time
activity. Pupils share their materials with other class members and, as a
result, each is exposed to a variety of ways in which leisure time may be
used "productively.

In Scio, N.Y., Roxy Schmidt, teaching at the grade 4-6 level. is in a school
that has a planned 60 minutes noon hour. Thirty minutes are allocated for
lunch, and the remaining 30 minutes for "mini-courses" related to acquiring
skills that can be used in making productive use of leisure time. Some of
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these "mini-courses" are taAght by ,the regular teachers in the school while
others are taught by pupils themselves who demonstrate their hobbies to
their peers.

Hilda Kemp, a fifth grade teacher in Bloomington, Ind., makes a syste-
matic effort to encourage her pdpils to visit retirement homes and seek to
discover work tasks that will help inVel some of the needs of residents of
such homes. Her pupils have, volunteered for such ."work" as carrying out
trash, running errands, and carrying packages. She reports this kind of experi-
ence to be reWarding to her pupils and appreciated by the retiremeth corn-
nmnity. By using some of the residents from retirement homes as career
resource persons in her classroom, Hikla has been able to establish a two-
way helping relationship. Everyone gains.

Wanda Shnpkins, an elementary teadler in Beckley, W. Va., reports that
in her school there is an active hobby club and clnphasis on arts and crafts
instruction'. This program is designed to help assure that each pupil will be
given multiple oppOrtunities to find productive ways of using leisure time.

Another elementary teacher reports that the last hour on Friday afternoon
in her school iS'used as the "workshop period.".fluring this time,.each teacher
works with pupils interested in learning more about some hobby or leisure
tiMe actMty in which .the teacher enjoys participating. Pupils are allowed
to move from teacher to teacher at varioos times during the year so that each
has opportunity to acquire some knowledge and skill in a variety of hobbies
and leisure time activities.

Vivian Yee teaches at the grade 4-6 level in a year-round school in
Phoenix, Ariz. An integral pa-t of tl,rit vear-round nhn is a 3-week
"inter-session." Vivian reports that this "inter-session" time has up to now
been used primarily for park and recreation activities for pupils, but it
could be converted in whole or in part to a systematic effort aimed zt help-
ing pupils acquire skills useful in making productive use of leisure time.

In Julesburg, Colo.., Rosa Detainore, .a teacher of grades 4-6, had each
pupil ask hisjher parents the question, "What did you used to do, as a
child. before TV was invented?" She reports it was a real revelation to her
pupils to discover that people used to "invent" their own forms of entertain-
ment and ways to use their leisure time for some combination of productive
and purely recreational purposes. She became concerned about the fact
that while ALL of her pupils reported spending considerable time at home
Watching TV, many had never experienced some of the more commonly
available leisure time pursuits in their comnmnity. As a result of !.his she
took her entire class to a roller skating rink. Only 13 of her 36 papils had
ever, been on roller skates.

While several of these activities provided opportunities for students to
experience "work" as one means of using leisur: thne, most of them were
concerned (and appropriately sc with a broader connotation of "leisure"
than one limited strictly to work. In the next section, we will look at -some
specific examples of teacher activity related directly to work experience.
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Work Experiente anct Teaching Positive Work Habits

The problem of helping sudents actually experience 'work, as opposed to
simply reading or talking about it, is one that concerns classroom teachers
at all levels, K-12. The problem is, of course, particularly germane at the
senior high school level. There, experienced teachers seemed to agree that,
other things .being equal, they saw great advantages in unpaid, as opposed to
paid, work experience opportunities for their students. The two prime
advantages discussed by. these teachers are: (a) by using unpaid work
experience, it is easier to justify rotating students from one type of work
experience to another thereby adding to the career exploratory value, of such
experience; and (b) an eirjbasis on unpaid, as opposed to paid, work
experience avoids many problems with local labor unions who have many
objections to paid work experience programs for senior high school students.

An additional potential problem for schools in some States was pointed
Du t by Brenda Dykes, Sulphur Springs, Tex. Brenda indicated that, in Texas,
schools receive State aid based on the :number of hours students are actually
in school. If they let 'students leave school for part of the school day in order
to engage in work experience, they May lose State aid for those hours students
aren't physically present in the school. Brenda was the d'nly teacher raising
this as a problem. It may be something unique to the State of Texas.

Work experience certainly can and does in sonic places begin at the K-3
level. Several teachers at this level reported -giving "happygrams" to pupils
for exhibiting good work habits and/or 'good citizenship behaviors in the
classroom. Some schools have included parents in this activity by.informing
them the pupil shoukl, if everything is going right, bring at least one "happy-
gram" home every fe%v days and, if this does not happen, the parent should
contact the teacher.

Another K-3 %vork experience activity was reported by a teacher whb
made "mirk coupons" on her sewing miChine and distributed them to pupils.
Pupils were then encouraged to take their "work coupons" home and 'give
them to their parents who, of course, could "spend" them at any time. By
discussing possible "'work assignments" pupils might do within the home
and family structure, teachers can not only broaden the pupil's -awareness
of possible ways of being a productive contributor to the work of the home,
'but may also be motivated to engage in such activities.

A variation of the "work coupon" idea was reported by another K-3
teacher who helped her pupils make "Work Christmas Baskets" to present-
to their parents as Christmas gifts. In this basket the pupil placed a number
of slips on each of whkh the pupil (or the teacher) had written some task
the pupil agreed to do one or more times during the year upon presentation
of the slip by the parent. Some of the slips called for a particulai kind of
work to be performed only once (for example, "helping Dad wash and
wax the car") while others had several boxes for parents to use in checking
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:
off pupil's performance of one particular work task at various times
during the year.

Theresa Gushee, Prevocational Coordinator. Prince Georges County
(Upper Marlboro, Md.), reported on an ambitious 'work experience pro-
gram involving junior and senior high 5C110Q1 students. The Prince Georges
County school system was successful, through working wth local CETA
(Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) officials, to secure 750
work experience slots for students aged 14-17. Most of these .siots were
allocated for use at the junior high, rather than at the senior high, level.
Under CETA provisions, the work experience is paid. Students participating
in .this program arc being held to the standards CETA uses for adults,
and those who fail to meet such standards lose their jobs. Many other
communities may well find their local CETA councils to establish
similar kinds of working relationships with them.

At the senior high school. level, the prime example of work experience
as part of a total career education effort *was reported by Rita"Nugent, Work
Elice Coordinator. Sunny Hills High School, in Costa Mesa, Calif. In
her system. one work experience teacher in each school is reiponsible for work-
ing in cooperation with other staff members and the broader conununity to
help students secure part-time jobs (either paid or unpaid) during the senior
high school years. Rita "recruits" students by going into regular cla.ssrooms
and telling students about her prograni. She talks first about paid, part-tilne
jobs and places students in such jobs. There they learn in a very practical
way about such matters as the free enterprise system, work habits, work
values, changing jobs. and building employer reference files as part of their
vita. Each of these kinds of learning experiences is re-inforced by Rita
during her in-school contacts with students. Rita personally visits each
student on the 'job and checks to make SUIT i;w.h student and employer
m.e doing what they have agreed to do.

A second part of Rita's program involves working cooperatively with
other teachers in helping students interested in a particular subject find
part-time jobs they can use for career exploration purposes. For example,
she worked with the music teacher in finding part-thile jobs for students
considering music as a career. In this phase of her program, she also helps
teachers relate careers with subject matter. As an example, working coopera-
tively with a social studies teacher, she arranged for students to visit a
cOurtroom where they served as a "Mock jury'' in a real case (including
receiving instructions from the judge). Back in the classroom, the teacher
used this experience to talk with students about careers in government as
well as government itself.

A third part of Rita's program is found in what is called the "Community
Service Laboratory." Under this program, teachers of various academic sub-
jects sign up to help a small group of students find unpaid jobs that can be
used for purposes of career exploration. This involves 2 hours per week of
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the teacher's time. At some point during the marking period, the teacher is
responsible for visiting the students with whom she/he is working at their
place of "employment." In addition to being helpful to students, Rita
reports this is also useful in helping teachers become more knowledgeable
regarding occupations and the broader business-labor-industry community.
Students participating in this activity can earn humanities- course credits
that count toward graduation.

Rita's program, in all its variations, involves multiple kinds of contacts
with the business-labor-industry community. This has, of course, also been
true of many other activities discussed earlier. We turn now to a few more
specific examples of such relationships along with a sci of suggestions made
by classroom teachers for other teachers to consider as they, too, seek to
relate to the broader community in career education.
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Using Resource Persons From the Broader Community

Career education has from the outset been pictured as a three-way
collaborative effort involving: (a) the formal education system, (b) the
business-labor-industry cominunity, and (c) the home and family structure.
In this section, we will attempt to provide further examples, along with
teacher suggestions, for making this collaborative goal an operational reality.

Using Resource Persons From the Business-Labor-Industry Community
NIany of the earlier experiences reported in this paper have illustrated

bro`ad, progranunatic involvement of teachers with members of the business-
1abo.r-industry community. Here, are a few examples of how particular
teachers have utilized such personUel in the classroom:

A bank vice-president comes to a senior high school each morning from
8:00-9:00 to team with a high school teacher in an economics course. An..
insurance representative teaches a unit on life insurance in a high school
social studies class. A Dallas, Tex., time clock company loaned a Texas
school two time clocks for 6 weeks so that students could "punch in" and
"punch out" each day as they came to and left the school building.. A school
arranged with local service clubs for a "shadow experience" whereby any
given student could, with permission of his teachers, leave school for an
entire day to "shadow" a person employed in an occupation the student was
considering. A mortician, who complained to a teacher about how much
money teachers earn, was invited to serve as a resource person in the teacher's
classroom and tell students about his occupation. After spending one full
day in the school, he ceased complaining about teachers! These are but a
few of many examples of' practices teachers are engaging in involving con-
tacts with the business-labor-industry community.

Some teacher observations regarding cautions to be observed in utilizing
members of this community should be noted. First, it .was generally agreed
that such personnel are more willing to serve as resource persons at the
secondary school level than in elementary schools. For example, in Mont-
gomer, County, Md., 17 percent of businessmen surVeyed said they would
be willing to serve as resource persons in elementary schools, but over 50
percent indicated a willingness to serve in this capacity in a senior high
school setting. Reasons for this appear to be multiple, but center primarily
around the fact that they feel uncomfortable relating to elementary school
pupils.

Teachers at the K-6 level disagreed on the question of whether or not
it is wise to use parents as resource persons to discuss career with pupils.
At the K-3 level, there seemed to be consensus that this is true but, at the 4-6

level, consensus seemed to center aroend a conclusion that it doesn't matter.
Teacher emphasized that, with the, long distances students are now being
bussed to get to schools, it is very difficult for many parents to get front
their hoiries to the schaOl. Teachers of K-6 pupils also stressed difficulties
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they are having- in getting business-labor-industry personnel to talk more
about work and.less about specific job skills when they appear in the ele-
mentary classroom. They suggest that if pupils are goinig to be prepared to'
ask the question, "How does your job contribute to our society?" then the
resource persons will have to be "coached" on possible answers before facing
pupils.

Several teachers at the 7-9 level emphasized their feeling that many people.
from .the business-labor-industry community do not know how to relate to
junior high school students. They also expressed their feeling that many
junior high teachers don't know how to help correct this situation. If
businessmen have much to learn about ways of working with students in
early adolescence, it seems equally true that teachers have much to learn
about working with businessmen. Some teachers repOrted that it soinetimes
takes them 2 to 3 hours with an individual resource person before they feel
comfortahle letting that person meet with students in a class.

At the senior high schoo! level, teachers voiced similar opinions. For
example, several who had high praise* for the technical knowledge and job
skills resource persons brought to the classroom found that they often
needed help in getting and hokling the attention of students. Teachers can
be very helpful here by offering not only "teChnique" hints but also in help-
ing the resource 1.;rson prepare audiovisual aids and/or demonstrations to
go along with what is being said.

One senior high school teacher suggested that a conscious effort be made
to utilize some resource persons who are not good speakers but who, instead,
communicate better with students through demonstrating what they do.
It was felt that such persons have a special appeal for relating with the
less academically able students.

One senior high teacher emphasized strongly a special problem that arises'
when resource persons are professional persons in the ,:oromunity. As an
example, he pointed out that the typical dentist in the conununity earns
more than $25 per hour and that considering the relatively small percentage
of senior high students who will seriously consider entering the field of
dentistry, at either the professional or technician level, it is unfair to the
dentist to ask him or her to take very many hours serving as a resource
person in the senior high school classroom.

Senior high teachers reported that the more intellectually able students
are able. to make contacts with members of the business-labor-industry
community on their own for purposes of findingpart-time jobs or career
exploration opportunities. At the same time, they were quick to point out
that 3lower 'gtudents may require cmsklerable helo and that the school should
take responsibility for providing such help.

Teachers at 'every level from Kindergarten through grade 12 seemed to
agree that to whatever ext- .. the teacher wants the resource person to
emphasize work valem, as opposed to simply occupational information, that
message must be clearly comnmnicated in advance. They also reported that
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resource persons they have used feel relatively more comfortable talking
only about their job duties than about work values and lifestyle. While
certainly most understandable, this is a problem that must not be ignored.

On Working With Parents

In several earlier sections of this monograph, mention was made of parental
invOlvement in career education. Here, specific examples of parental involve-
ment .vill be noted along with general suggestions teachers have made for
utilizing parents in career education. All examples and suggestions included
here came from teachers at the K-9 level. Unfortunately, this topic did not
receive much attention from the senior high school teachers contributing
to this report.

Strong consensiis seemed to be present for the thought, expressed by one
teacher, that when parents tell their child about their work, the child tends
to view her/his parent in a more positive light. This is strong re-inforcement
for many career education philosophers who have theorized that this should
be true.

While there was general agreement, among K-6 teachers, that pupils enjoy
having their parents serve as resource persons, several teachers also empha-
sized that some pupils prefer having persons other than their parents serving
in this capacity. The use of parents, already serving as school volunteers in
reading and mathematics, as resource persons for career education was
reported as a practice of several teachers. One teacher strongly urged the
use of grandparents.

Teachers at the K-6 level were almost unanimous in their belief that
parents are supportive of their efforts in career, education and willing to
assume an active, collaborative role.. They pointed out, for example, that
at this level, it is easy to design caiver education assignment for pupils in
ways that demand pupils to ask questions of their parents and., as a result,
to involve them in career education. Hilda Kemp, fifth grade teacher, Bloom-
ington, Ind., reported that one parent stopped her on the street and said,
"Thank God for career education. It has finally made my child want to
learn!" Wanda Simpkins. Beckley. W. Va., observed that parents want
teachers to provide even more career education activities than they have
done to date. Several other teachers agreed with her and none disagreed.
Delores Johnson, 2nd grade teacher, Watertown, Wis., however, pointed out
that it is important to emphasize in working with parents in career educa
tion that we'are not asking pupils to make occupational decisions, but, rather,
to broaden the scope of awareness of the wide variety of kinds of work
that exist.

Specific ways in which teachers relate with parents in career education
were reported at both the grades 4-6 levels and at the ff.-ades 7-9 levels.
At the grades 4-6 levels, for example, Dorothy Clark, North Little Rock,
Ark., asked parents to visit her class and tell pupils about their occupations.
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She filmed these parent presentations in order to start a local film library
of occupational opportunities. In addition, she took her pupils on six field
trips to see parents at mirk and taped interviews members of the class had
with various workers during those field trips.

In Julesburg, Colo., Rosa Detamore also asks parents to serve as career
resource persons in the classroom. She uses these parent visits as one means
of teaching pupils how to properly introduce people to others, and she
allows each pupil to introduce her/his parent to the class.

Delia Duckworth, Greeneville, Tenn., sent letters home with her pupils
asking for (a) the name of each parent and her/his occupation; and (b) an
expression of willingness and ability of each parent to serve as a career educa-
tion resource person in her classroom. Several other teachers have also used
this "parental survey" approach and found it generally well accepted and
positive in its results. One negative example related to use of this approach
was reported by Hilda Kemp who, when she asked a mother "What is the
name of Johnny's father's occupation?" was told "What's his occupation
Why, I don't even know his name!" That response was not typical.

Hikla reported that she has encouraged local induStrial plants to let parents
off %vork at least once during the school year in order that they may come to
school during the day to participate in a parent-teacher conference. In
arranging such conferences, she asks the parent to bring, if possible, some
piece of equipment from their work that they would be willing to talk about
to her pupils. She reports this as a success and indicated that several parents
have "donated" the equipment to her classroom after coming for such
conferences.

Rosalyn Smith, Washington, D.C., encourages her pupils to use their
parents as career education models. For example, she tells her pupils such
things as, "Watch your parents and 'observe that, when they write a check,
they are doing math. They can do itand so can you!" Rosalyn does not
limit, therefore, her suggestions to pupil observations of their parents in the
world of paid employment. In her school, several parents are on welfare and
"being on welfare" is something many pupils tend to degrade. She has found
it effective to use some parents who are on welfare as .resource persons in
the classroom and reports this a very effective and positive way of both
building respect for such parents and for emphasizing relationships between
education and work.

Vivian Yee, grade 4-6 teacher, Phomix. Ariz., also teaches in a low
income area where few parents are employed. She reports that because of
this thew have had to use those parents who are emoloyed as career resource
persons in more than one school. Vivian says this is working for them.
In general, these teachers seemed to strongly agree that if the welfare cycle
is to be broken it is a problem that must be raised in career education
activities at the elementary school level.

At the grades 7-9 level, one teacher reported that she asked her students
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to bring in pictures of their parents at work so that they could be posted on
a bulletin board in the classroom. One boy, in all innocence, brought a
picture of his mother who worked as a striptease artistand was "in uni-
form." Out of respect for the boy, the teacher posted this picture along
with the others used to illustrate the world of paid employment. She had no
negative repercussions.

Margaret McGrath, a junior high teacher in Northfield, N.J., reported
that last year, when she planned to take her students on a visit to the local
area vocational school, several parents objected saying they did not want
their children being influenced in this-way. This year, Margaret reports that
they plan to conduct a tour for parents at their area vocational school. She
fully expects that after parents have seen the fine facilities and programs
at that school, their objections of last year will be greatly reduced.

Obviously, use of the home and family structure as a collaborative part of
a total career education effort has been recognized and to a significant extent
utilized by teachersat least by those working at the elementary school level.
While much remains to be done, the examples reported here should stand as
evidence that a beginning has been made.
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Perceived Student Benefits of Career Education

What benefits do classroom teachers believe their students are receiving
from the teachers' efforts in career education? This question was put to
each of the four groups of teachers participating in those "mini-conferences"
where infonoation contained in this paper was gathered. This was, apparently,
ao easy question for these teachers to answer as they were quick to respond
to the question. Manv, of course, gave essentially the same responses.
Recorded below are the different kinds of responses given by teachers at
each of the four grade levels.

-:-G-rade.Level K-3
1. Pupils learn how important school work is and why it is important.
2. They become aware of positive societal benefits from a wide variety of

occupations.
3. They learn ecmontic awareness.
4 Career education reduces occupational sex stereotyping.
5: Career education improves pupil self concept by giving the pupil a sense

of accomplishmentof successof being important.

Grade Level 4-6
1. Pupils learn WHY they should study various subjects by seeing how

adults use such subject matter to be successful in their jobs.
2. Pupils learn to respect all jobs and appreciate their societal contributions.
3. Pupils learn to 'respect work--it's a way of breaking the welfare cycle.
4. Pupil self concept improvesbeing important THROUGH being

successful.
5. Pupils appreciate and respect the talents of allrather than just the

intellectually able.
6. Career education is a way of cla,ifying values for .pupils.
7. Career education helps pupils develop their problem solving skills.
8. Career education helps pupils gain respect for their parents through the

respect they gain for the work parents do.
9. Career education increases pupil knowledge of careers beyond those they

learn from their parents.
. 10. Career education develops leadership abilities in students.

Grade Level 7-9
I. Students learn occupational concepts, such as "day work vs. night work,"

"creative vs. dull work," "job vs. career," etc.
2. Students learn how to use their leisure time productively.
3. Students learn, through practical experiences, their strengths and limita-

tions.
3 3
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4. Students learn adaptability skills needed in all kinds of work (such as
communications skills).

5. Students learn that career exploration is imperative but that firm occu-
pational decisions at this age are undesirable.

6. By the time students leave grade 9, they should be able to:
a. Relate their strengths and weaknesses"to a broad occupational plan,
b. Relate their occupational plans to their educational plans,
c. Relate their educational plans to a planned delivery system.

Grade Level 10-12
1. Students learn a set of reasons for learning subject matter..
2. Respect for self.

.3. Respect for work.
4. Ability to make career decisions and to take responsibility for them.
5. Communication skills for use in adapting to occupational.changes.
6. Increased self understanding.
7. An understanding that "school" is not separate from the "real world."
8. Clarification of personal values.
9. Assistance in planning further education.

10. 'Personal freedom to control one's life.
II. Widening of both career and educationaloptions.
12. HOW to think as capitalists, not just as workers. 'How to think as em-

ployers, not just as employees.
13. Learning basic elements in.the free enterprise system.
14. Learning productive use of leisure time.
15. Increased realism of occupational choices.
16. Good work habits.
17. Appreciation for the dignity and worth of all workers.
18. Assuming responsibility' for choosing one's personal life style.
19. Knowledge of specific occupations that interest students.
20. Job seeking, job getting, and job holding skills.

.

21. Awareness of the need for lifelong learning.
22. Appreciation of contributions made by persons OF ALL AGES to

society through thework (paid or unpaid) that they do.
.23. Interpersonal skills.
24. Ability to cope with change.
95. Awareness of the concept of occupational changenew occupations are

coming.
96. Attaining a saleable vOcational skill.
27. Realization that life is harder than they thought it was.
28. Family cohesiveness.
29. Understanding and applying the concept of delayed need gratification.
30. Ability to adopt a willing, eager, non-judgmental attitude toward new

experiences.
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31. Becoming "realistically idealistic" in future plans.
32. Developing an appreciation for the finer aspects of life (art, music,

poetry, etc.) as important parts of a total lifestyle.
While these four groups used different words and differing ways of

expressing what they believe students gain from a career education, theyhave a great deal in common. The four lists need to be studied from
different frames of reference.

The following chart lists what appear to be the most basic benefits received
by pupils from career education as perceived by these teachers:

Perceived Student Benefits From Career Education as
Reported by Teachers at Four Grade Levels

As a Result of Teacher
Effort in Career Education,
Students Will:- K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12

Grade Level

I. Be motivated to study
and to learn more subject
matter
2. Increase their under-
standing of the occupational
society: its nature, function,
and worth
3. Increase their knowledge
of occupational and educa-
tional opportunities avail-
able to them for possible
chOice
4. Increase their self-respect
and their self-understanding
5. Increase their career
decirion-making skins
6. Increase their adapt-
ability skillstheir ability
to change with change
7. Develop a set of work
values as part of a personal
value system
8. Increase their ability to
make productive use of
kisure time
9. Increase student respect
for and appreciation of
their parents
10. Develop a saleable
vocational skill

No. 1

No. 2,3

No. 1

No. 2,3

No. 9

No. 1

No. 6

No. 1,7

No. 3,12,13,17,22

No. 9,11,19,21,25

No. 5 Nc.,. 4 No. 3 No. 2,6,27

No. 9 No. 5 No. 4,15,29,31

No. 7,
& 10

No. 4 No. 5,6,16,20,

No. 4 No. 6,5 No. 8,10,18,32

No. 2 No. 14

No. 8 No. 28

^ No. 26

NOTE: The numbers appearing under the column headed by each of the four
grade levels refer to the ordered numbering used to list teacher perceptions
of student benefits from career education by grade level presented earlier
in this section.
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This list is in no way intended to serve as a means of comparing teachers
at one grade level with another in terms of the benefits they perceive
students will receive from their career education efforts. The examples of
teacher actions described in earlier parts of this paper would represent a
far better basis for comparison, if that is the goal. If those teacher actions
are studied, it will be apparent, for eXample, that the goal stated as "Increase
student respect for and appreciation of parents" is surely one shared by the
K-3 teachers even though,. in making their list, they did not include it.
Similarly, the goal stated as "Increase their ability to make productive use
of leisure time" is clearly seen, by studying teacher actions, to belong with the
group of grade -6 teachers. Finally, teacher actions reported by teachers
at the grades 7-9 level make it abundantly clear that they, too, are striving
to use a carerr education approach as a means of motivating students to
learn more st.,'ect matter.

The primary reason for this chart is to synthesize the many benefits found
on the individual grade level lists into a single, more easily studied form.
A second reason is to now take this teacher-developed list and contrast it
ith the set of "Leatner Outcomes for Career Education" listed in the offi-

cial USOE Policy Paper on Career Education entitled, An Introduction to
Ca leer Education. Such a comparison is presented in the following chart.

Comparison al OE's "Learner Outcomes for Career Edu-
cation" With a Teachers' List of "Student Benefits From
Career Education"

USOE List K-12 Teachers' List'

Career education seeks to produce
individuals who when they leave
school (at any age or at any level) As a result of teacher effort in
are: career education, students will:

I. Competent in the basic academic
skills required for adaptability in our
rapidly changing society.

1. Be motivated to study and to learn
more subject matter.

2. Equipped with good work habits. 2. Increase their adaptability skills
their ability to change with change.

3. Capable of choosing personally
meaningful work values that foster in
them a desire to work.

1. Develop a set of work values as part
of a personal value system.
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4. Equipped with career decision-
making skills, job-hunting skills, and
job-getting skills.

5. Equipped with vocational and
personal skills that will allow them to
gain entry into and attain a degree of
success in the occupational society.

6. Equipped with career decisions
based on the widest possible set of data
concerning themselves and their
educational-vocational opportunities.

7. Aware of means available to them
for continuing and recurrent education
once they have left the formal system
of schooling.

8. Successful in being placed in a paid
occupation, in further education, or in a
vocation consistent with their current
career plans.

9. Successful in incorporating work
values into their total personal value
system in such a way they are able to
.hoose what for them is a desirable
lifestyle.

4. Increase their career decision
making skills.

5: Develop a saleable vocational skill.

G. Increase their knowledge' of occupa-
tional and educational opportunities
available to them for possible choice.

7. Increase their understanding of the
o::eupational society; its nature, function,
and worth.

8. Increase their respect for and
appreciation of parents.

9. Increase their ability to Make
productive use of leisure time.

An important point is to be made: The Career education learner outcomes
of USOE are essentially the sante as the set of perceived student benefits
from career education developed by classroom teachers through their own
personal actions and professional commitment. Classroom teachers are in-

'volved in all of the OE's learner outcomes for career education, with the
possible exception of OE Learner Outcome No. 8. They have not done so
as a result of studying the OE policy paper (inost of them had never even
seen the OE paper prior to coming to the "mini-conferences"). Rather, this
teacher-made list reflects what teachers really believe students can gain from
career education through efforts of classroom teachers. The actions of these
classroom teachers speak much more convincingly than the words of the
U.S. Office of Education.

While K-12 classroom teachers have demonstrated both:their commitment
to and their involvement in attaining essentially the same student benefits
from career education as envisioned by USOE, they have made no claims
that they are the only individuals involved in this effort. The teacher actions
reported in various parts of this publication speak again and again to a
collaborative involvement with other educational personnel, with members
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of the business-labor-industry community, and with parents. This, too, is
a mosfimportant point to be recognized by all who seek to understand the
involvement of KI2 classmom teachers in career education.

Some of the "learner outcomes" on the USOE List relate to more than
one of the "student benefits" on the KI2 Teachers List. The reverse is
also true. These relationships are summarized in the following chart: .

No. on USOE List related to No. on K-12 Teachers' List
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 2 and 4
5 5 and 7

: . 6 6
6 and 2

Jk. ..4,1: Not included
9 3 and 9

No, on KI2 Teachers' List related to No. on USOE List
1 1

9 2, 4, and 5
. 3 3 and 9

4 4
5 5

6 6 and .7
7 5 and 6
8 Not included
9 9 and 3

The similarities in the USOE list and the K-12 Teachers' List are again
evident when the comparison chart nresented above is examined. So, too,
is the almost complete involvement of K-12 classroom teachers in providing
career education to students. Is it any wonder that career education con-
ceptualizers have concentrated their primary attention on classroom teachers?

One final point must be made. In looking at the K-12 Teachers' List, it
must be recognized that the "student benefits" on this list represent those that
teachers 1,:lieve arc, in fact, being delivered to students. That is, they are not
expressions of teacher hopes and aspirations but, rather, claims of benefits
teachers believe they are delivering to students through. career education.
This is a most important point. Certainly it ought to provide those concerned
with research and evaluation in career education with some basis for further
study.
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Perceived Teacher Benefits From Career Education

Pure altruism is seldom the sole motivational force behind the behavior of
people. While, to be sure, many teachers are enthusiastic about career educa-
tion because of benefits they see aCcruing to students, this, by itself, is only
one side of the picture required to undeistand why so many teachers have
become enthusiastic career education advot.ates and participants. It is also
important to look at ways in which career education benefits teachers over
and beyond the ways in which teachers believe stildents benefit from a career
education effort.

Each of the teachers contributing input for this paper was asked to write
out a statement entitled "What turns me on to career education." The

.complete set of statements resulting from this assignment would, by itself,
make a most interesting publication. However, it is far too long to be in-
cluded here. Thus, it was decided to extract, as carefully as possible, only
the major, common teacher statements and present them here in summary
form. This effort produced the list that follows.

I. Career education provides opportunities for teachers, as well as
students, to learn. Teachers participating in career education have dis-
covered many things about occupations, about their communities, and about
people in their communities that they never knew before. Several teachers
pointed out that as a result of such new learning they had not only become
better teachers but had also become more open in their views and more
understanding of the total society in which they live. Apparently, the
attempts of career education to broaden student perspectiveshas also served
to broaden the perspective of many teachers at the KI2 levels.

2. Career education frees the teacher from responsibility for having
to know all the answers to problems raised in class. The more teachers
discover and use resource persons from the broader community, the more
they seem to realize and , appreciate the advantages of doing so. Those
teachers most experienced in career education apparently feel comfortable
in letting almost any topic related to education and work come up for dis-
cussion by their students. The fact that the teacher doesn't know the
answer matters little so long as knowledgeable rmource persons from the
broader community are active participants in the total career education
effort. Convinced that this is true, several teachers reported being willing to
undertake rather complex and major projects which, if they were the only
available resource, could not possibly have been carried out.

3. Career education takes the "blahs" out of teaching. This was an
expression bv Gwendolyn 'Wright. first grade teacher. St. Louis, Mo. It

.-setmed to have high appeal for other K-3 teachers in Gwen'.s groupat
least thev decided to make a bumper sticker carrying that expression!
It is an expression that was tried out with all subsequent teacher groups
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and found quick acceptance at all levels. Basically, it refers to the teacher's
need to find ways to introduce variety and the teacher's own creativity into
the teaching/learning process. While, to be sure, none of these teachers
claimed tl,at career education represents the only vehicle for doing so, they
seer.xl to generally agree zIlai it is a good oneand one that is readily
available.

4. Career education helps teachers understand their students better.
Many K-12 teachers listed this as one of the biggest appeals career educa-
tion holds for them. Obviously, whenever a student expresses her/his feelings
regarding particular careers, that student is revealing something about
herself/himself as a unique individual. Student discussions of career aspira-
tions, value clarification, attitude's toward work,, and reactions to career
aWareness and career exploration experiences were filled with ways in
which teachers reported themselves able to better understand and provide
for student needs. This kind of teacher understanding, of course, carries
over to the entire teacher/student relationship and is in no way limited to
times when career education activities are being carried out in the classroom.

5. Career education is a natural vehicle for sharing with other
teachers. Several teachers reported that as they "invented" career ,Jclucation
learning activities, they found easy and natural opportunities to team with
other teachers in joint efforts that cut across grade levels and various kinds
of subject matter. In effect, they were saying they have found career educa-
tion to be a useful vehicle for solving the problem of teacher isolationism
of feeling that the teacher is "locked up" in a classroom with a group of
students and having no opportunities to interact with other adults. Teachers
report that through career education they have become better acquainted
with other teachers in their building and, in addition,.have found that the
respect teachers have for each other has increased. Several teachers felt
very strongly that this is a major teacher benefit from career education.

6. Career education helps build greater community understanding of
and support for elementary and secondary, schools. This, apparently, is
one of (he ''side benefits" many teachers see resulting from use of com-
munity resource persons in the classroom. They report that, when such
persons come into their classropms, they seem to develop an increased aware-
ness and respect for the tremendous challenges facing today's teachers in
making the teaching/learning experience appealing and beneficial to stu-
dents. Several reported receiving numerous statements of support and appre-
ciation from both members of the business-labor-industry community and
from parents for what teachers are attempting to do in career education.
Several teachers said that, of all the emphases they hz.ve tried to bring to
the teaching/learning process over the years, career education represents
the one that seems to be most easily understood and most readily supported
by the total community. They seemed to agree that our schools are in great
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need of such support and understanding at the present time and feel that
career education is one very effective means of attaining this goal.

7. Career education is an "umhrella".concept that can be appealing
to all teachers. Career educatiott can be used as a vehicle for helping teachers
with a wide variety.of concerns join forces in an effort that relates to the
total variety that exists. Teachers pointed out that, for example, in some
sthools you may find one teacher "turned on" to "self concept," another to
"parent communication," to "let's return to the basics," to "sex role stereo-
typing," to "community involvement," or to "economic education." Career
education can be used by teachers having any or all these diverse profes-
sional interests as a vehicle for helping them attain goals relateo to these
special interests. That is, career education doesn't demand that orly one
kind of ifiterest be present in all teachers. Rather, it can accommodate a
variety of teacher interests in meaningful ways.

8. Career education makes the entire community a learning labora-
tory,The potential that career education holds for helping students learn
in more ways than through books, in more places than within the classroom,
and from more persons than professional educators seems to have great
appeal for many teachers. They pointed out, time and again, that career
education has multiplied greatly the opportunities they have for introducing
variety ifito the teaching/learning process. They were equally enthusiastic
about the potential career education holds for meeting the diverse kinds of
learning needs exhibited by studem, from differing backgrounds with
differing kinds of abilities and interests. One teacher said "tny classroom is
no longer.a prison, thanks to career education."

These eight potential teacher benefits deriving from a career education
effort were the most common and most important ones mentioned by teachers
now actively engaged in career education activities in their classrooms. Very
fcw of these teachers claimed, or even pretended to claim, that withotit
career education, none of these advantages would accrue to them. Most had
taught for a good many years and had during that time used a variety of
other means of 'gaining advantages and benefits such, as those they listed as
coming from career education. They seemed almost united, however, in
their belief that career education represents a means of gaining all of these
advantagesand that such a single means had never previously been avail-
able to them.

In addition, as several teachers pointed out, career education is a vehicle
that can provide all these benefits to teachers and, at the same time, provide
the nine basic kinds of benefits to students that these teachers identified in
the preceding section of this report. Sekloin has a vehicle for educational
reform come along that is perceived by teachers as providing both substantial
student benefits and substantial teacher benefits simultaneously.
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Finally, these teachers recognized career education as a vehicle that
responds directly and appropriately to the major call for educational reform
that students, parents, and 'the general public has issuednamely, that.
education and work be more closely interrdated. Career education is seen
as a vehicle for educational reform that (a) benefits students, (b) benefits
teachers, and (c) is accepted and endorsed by the general public. These
teachers could see no other systemwide call for educational reform that meets
all three of these criteria.
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Career Education and K-12 Teachers: Future Prospects

Those KI2 teachers who provided input for this paper cannot; in any
sense, be considered as "typical" of KI2 teachers across the land. This will
be obvious to any knowledgeable educator who reads this paper. If all K-12
teachers were like these teachers in terms of creativity, professional com-
mitment, background knowledge of career education, and experience, there
would be no worry about the future of career education because teachers
would assure continuance and further refinement of the career education
concept.

But all teachers are not like these teachersand all school systems are not
like those in wh,ich these teachers work. These teachers are excellent models
of what could be a possible future for career education. While, perhaps, there
is no body of "experts" in career education, these teacherseach experi-
enced in career education and each employed as a practitioner in a school
systemmust surely be considered as one source of expertise in this matter.
Therefore, this final section will attempt to summarize views of these
teachers with respect to future prospects for classroom teacher involvement
in career education. Their suggestions are summarized here under three
topics: (a) Answering teacher objections to career education, (b) inservice
education needs of teachers in career education, and (c) solving the scope
n d sequence problem in career education.

Answering Ed Kemble's Objections to Career Education

Very few of theSe teachers work in schools where all other teachers are
actively engaged in career education. When asked why this is so, a number
of possible explanations were offeredalmost all from teachers employed at
grad,..s I 0-12.

The most comprehensive set of possible teacher objections was given by
Ed Kemble, a senior high school teacher, in Lincoln, Nebr. Near the end
of the "mini-conference" for teachers of grades 10-12, Ed, who had re-
mained quiet during most of the conference, spoke eloquently and persuasively
in listing a number of his own professional objections to career education.
Because his objections appear to be ones that many other conscientious
teachers are also raising, they will be reported here in some detail. Ed's
words Are paraphrased but, hopefully, his meaning has not been distorted.

Objection I: Career education is promising too much in terms of
claimed benefits to students. Readers will recall that the group of grade
10-12 teachers produced a list of 32 possible student benefits from career
education. Ed simply does not believe career education can do all these
things. Many other teachers will surely agree with Ed on this point.
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Perhaps the composite list of nine student benefits found in this monograph
will look more reasonable to some teachers. Perhaps others will wait until
comprehensive research results, gathered over a Fong period of years, are
available. It is very hard to answer those who object to career eduCation on
the grounds that "I don't believe you."

Objection 2: Education as preparation for work is too narrow a pur-
pose for American education. In voicing this objection, Ed spoke. persua-
sively about other worthy goals and values of American education. He
objects to what he views as an unreasonable emphasis on the goal of educa-
tion as preparation for work.

This objection has been answered in the literature of career education on
many occasions. In emphasizing education, as preparation for work, career
education has never claimed, nor pretended, that this is the only goal of
American education--nor, necessarily, even its most iinportant goal. Career
education is one of the basic goals of American education, a goal that has
not received the emphasis due it.

Objection 3: I don't need career education in order to motivate my
students. Ed emphas:z.ed strongly that, in his opinion, his classes have always
been considered to be "rClevant" by his students and that he has made them
"relevant" without ever resorting to emphasizing the career implications of
his subject matter. The general feeling coining through from Ed's remarks
on this point was that it is insulting to the good teacher to suggest that one
should use the career implications of subject matter if she/he is to really
motivate students to learn. Surely there. imist be many other good teachers
like Ed who must be reacting in this way.

To answer this objection, it should be said that career education has never
claimed, or pretended, that discussing career implications of subject matter
is the only way to motivate students to learn. Neither has career education
claimed that this approach to motivation is one that will work for all stu-
dents---nor at all times. Rather, career education has claimed only that this
is one approach to student motivation that will appeal to all students some
of the time. It is not and never was intended to substitute for any other
approach to educational motivation.that any good teacher has found to work.
Career education's claim is that this is an additional approach to motivation
from which many.students can profit.

Objection 4: Career education activities take time away from teaching
the substantive content of the course. Ed raised as an exaMple that a
Rhetoric class might meet only 3 days per week instead of 5 because of career
education activities. Students would then be getting only 3/5 of the Rhetoric
they are supposed to get. Certainly, Ed ha"s not been, and will not be, the
only conscientious teacher to raise this objection.

Career education has two basic points to make in answering this objection.
First, a career education activity will reduce emphasis given to acquisition
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of subject matter only if the teacher allows this to happen. If the activity,
rather than the subject matter, becomes the teacher's prime concern, Ed's
point is valid. If, on the other hand, the teacher uses the activity as a means
of helping students learn more subject matter, Ed's point need not be con-
sidered valid. The second point to be made here is that one does not have to
be in a Rhetoric "class"; i.e., in a classroom where "Rhetoric" is the an-
nounced subject, for students to learn Rhetoric. Career education offers
multiple means of learning a substantive content, not a substitute for that
content.

Objection 5: .1VIore rigorotis teaching standards, not career education,
is the way to raise student achievement. In voicing this objection, Ed
asserted that student test scores are dropping across the Nation because
teachers have diluted their coufse content, not because they have failed to
adopt a career education approach. To teachers concerned about improving
student achievement through raising standards, the career education approach
appears to be counter-productive.

Career education would answer this objection by pointing out that career
education advocates have claimed this to be one approach to increasing
student achievement but never the only possible approach. Furthermore,
career education advocates would point to the rapidly growing body of
research results demonstrating the effectiveness of career education in
improving academic achievement and ask those who propose other alterna-
tives to produce similarlY impressive evidence justifying the approach they
favor. Finally, careei'education would answer by pointing out that those
who would raise the average achievement scores of high school F zude n ts by
raising standards of academic excellence required to "pass" courses may
very well succeed statistically but are almost certain to fail in a humanistic
sense through the many students they are sure to discourage from complet-
ing high school.

Objection 6: Career education's claims for increasing national pro-
ductivity are unjustified on the grounds that the basic causes of lower
productivity are not found in the formal education system. In making
this point, Ed contends that declining worker productivity is a general
societal malaise--not only in the USA but on a world:wide scale. He further
contends that among the multiple and complex reasons for this general
societal sickness, the failure of teachers to engage in career education does
not deserve to be listed as a: major cause.

Career education would answer by First acknowledging that Ed is correct
in asserting that the causes of lowered worker productivity are complex and
reach far beyond anything that formal education has done or failed to do.
At the same time, career education would stmngly contend that our formal
system of education must be willing to share the blame for this condition with
other aspects of society. If we do, then we certainly have responsibility to do
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'what we cars ay educators to correct the situation. Career education repre-
sents an attempt to re-orient our formal education system in ways that
will help make some positive contribution toward solving die problem of
productivity.

Objection 7: Much of what career education asks teachers to do con-
sists only of things good teachers have always done. In voicing this
objection, Ed used, as an example, the fact that he has for years emphasized
the development and use of good work habits with his students. ,His point is
that good teachers did not have to wait for career education to be "invented"
before recognizing the desirability of including this in their teaching.

Career education would answer that, if this is true, then good teachers
should support, not object to, a career education emphasis as a vehicle for
educational reform. Further, if it is true that good teachers have always
engaged in the kinds of activities now being proposed by career education,
it must also surely be true that a good many of today's teachers have not.
Career education seeks to serve as a vehicle for upgradinv the quality of the
teaching/learning process in as manv teachers as possible. It does not seem
unwarranted to say that much remains to be done.

Other Teacher Objections to Career Educatiov

Senior high teachers, other than Ed Keml:le, also raised very important
.points in response to the question, "Why have not more teachers already
embraced the career education concept and become active, enthusiastic
participants in career education"." The explanations given by some of these
teachers cannot be answered in the same way we have tried to answer Ed's
objections. Rather, they more nearly represent conditions of reality that
must be recognizednot merely as objections that need to be answered.

One such condition was raised by Jim Knott, a senior high school teacher
from Carroll, Iowa. Jim pointed out that, increasingly, teachers are becoming
concerned about producing and using high quality teaching plans. In class-
rooms where high quality plans are now in place and had been developed prior
to any consideration ef career education, wachers will rightfully resist attempts
to substitute a hurriedly developed, poorly constructed set of so-called "career
education .activities" for the high quality teachingplans in use. This resist-
ance is heightened when teachers are forced, basically against their will,
to attend a career education workshop of 4 hours length (or even less)
and produce, by the end of such a workshop, materials to substitute for the
carefully developed teaching plans the teacher had constructed over a long
period of time.

In making this point, Jim has identified what must surely be regarded as
a major probkm in the evolution and implementation of career education in
classrooms throughout the country. There is no easy or "pat" answer to this
serious problem. The only solution that seems appropriate is that these
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decision makeri in education recognize and pmvide teachers with sufficient
time to develop high quality teaching plans built around a career education
approach. It will not be quick and it will not be easy. Yet, it will be ex-
tremely difficult to justify proposing any other solution.

,

Geraldine Phelps, a high school mati.z.matics teacher in Penacook, N.H.,
proposed two additional hypotheses as possible answers to the question of
teacher reluctance to embrace carcer education. One such hypothesis is
that many senior high teachers see their primary role as one of helping
students enjoy and obtain meaning from subject matter per se. They are,
in many ways, "wedded" to their subject rnatter; when it is suggested to
them that students may ncec: some extrinsic motivation to study the subject
matter, it is as though an insult had been levi-ed against both the teacher
and the subject matter. This, of Course, is the "one should study literature
because it exists" philosophy of teaching. As one very valid basis for learn-
ing subject matter, this philosophy existed long before the adVent of career
education and will still be around long after the term "career education"
has been forgotten.

Career education is not try:rig to destroy this reason for learning. Instead,
we only contend that, while this reason may well always be necessary, it is
for many students not an entirely sufficient basis for educational motivation.
In making this contention, career education seeks only to recognize reality
in the classrooms of today, not to insult either the teacher or the subject.
True, there will always be some students willing and eager to learn any
subject matter that exists with which they are currently unacquainted. Career
education seeks only to point out that our.schools are intended to serve the
needs of all students. If we are to do so, muliiple means of appealing to
students must be discovered and utilized. Career education seeks to be one
such way.

The second hypothesis posited by Geraldine is that many of today's senior
high teachers tend to feel guilty and uneasy about raising with their stu-
dents alternatives other than college as desirable avenues for preparing for
work. Geraldine pointed out that, in her opinion, many of today's senior
high school teachers do not really believe (in their insides) that an alterna-
tive to college attendance could be anything but "second best." Many of
these teachers have read and are perfectly capable of understanding the
growing body of research evidence on this subject and know, intellectually,
that for any student the "best" choices are those which will lead to the
kind of lifestyle that will be most personally rewarding to the student and
beneficial to society. They also know, intellectually, that for many students
this will lead to consideration of many alternatives, with college attendance
being only one. The trouble is, it is an experientialor a sociologicalor a
personal value matter with many teachers that has nothing to do with their
intellectual knowledge. It is a kind of "don't confuse me with the evidence-
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my mind is already made Up" philosophy on which such teachers are
operating.

Career education offers no easy, simple solution to this problem. Purely
intellectual or logical arguments .vill probably continue to have little positive
impact. (For example, career education has consistently emphasized it is

trying to expand alternatives for all students, not to discourage college
attendance. Still, many academic senior high teachers seem to believe career
education seeks to encourage more students to enroll in vocational education
rather than in the college preparatory curriculum.)

The prime hope and prime avenue now being utilized is one of helping
teachers change their perceptions through experiencing moreand more
frequentcontacts with persons front the business-labor-industry commu-
nity. If teachers can see successful alternatives, they may be willing to
change their attitudes.

Career education advocates, while admittedly biased in favor of their
"cause" and optimistic regarding its future, are not completely naive. They
know that neither career education nor any other proposal for educational
reform will find acceptance among all educators. Among any segment of
society, some will resist change, no miter what form it takes.

While recognizing this, K-12 teachers now actively working in carf.cr
education seem to be in general agreement that the vast majority of today's
teachers are professionals who will adopt and endorse career education if
they can see it fitting positively into the long-run goals of the teaching
profession. They see teacher inservice 'in career education as a high priority
item.

Inservice Education for Teachers in Career Education

The primary commodity.. teachers ask of career education, insofar as

inservice education is concerned, is time. They need and are asking for time
to study, to think, to decide, to plan, and to try out tentative plans they have
made to participate in career education. A second major recommendation
by teachers experienced .in career education is that inservice education be
a voluntary, not a required, experience. These experienced teachers were
adamant on these two points.

Other suggestions and recommendations were made by particular teachers.
While no attempt was made to discover a consensus among all four groups
of teachers on these points, no serious objections were raised to any of them
in the particular sub-group in which the recommendation or suggestion
was made.

One teacher in the K-3 group suggested that inservice education in career
education be provided at the end of the school year rather than at the
beginning. Further, she proposed that the inservice experience be provided
in a location other than the school building in which teachers have spent
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the preceding 9 months. The K-3 teachers seemed in general agreement on
these points. Several pointed out that the currently popular "pre-school
teacher workshops," while valuable, should not be used to introduce new
ideas and concepts such aS career education. Rather, they felt the time
provided for pre-school workshoPs should be spent on helping each teacher
get ready for the immediately practical "here and now" problems associated
with beginning another school year.

On the other hand, they seemed to agree that a well planned inservice
workshop, with attendance voluntary and teachef.( paid, held at the end of
the school year in some more relaxed atmosphere than the school building
could be a very profitable and worthwhite opportunity for teachers to study,
reflect upon, and plan for career education. They emphasized they were not
insisting the school board send them to a. plush resort for the woikshop
(although, of course, they would like that!) but they felt strongly the in-
service education experience would be-more fruitful if conducted in an
envirdnment other than the school building in which they had been work-
ing all year. Their prime rationale for this suggestion iS that, when in their
own building, there are always numerous reminders of other things they
should be doing that interfere with their ability to concentrate on ,he major
workshop topic.

A suggestion was made by a senior high teacher that providing teachers
with career education curriculum iniides would be nnich preferable to pro-
viding them with suggested lesson plans or "canned" career education units.
He emphasized strongly that most teachers prefer to make their own lesson
plans using the curriculum guide as a reference. His feeling was that given
a really good career education curriculum resource guide and sufficient
time, most teachers will be able to "invent" career education for themselves
in their own Classrooms.

There was no universal agreement on this point. Several K-6 teachers,
for example, pointed out that, while they anticipated 'developing their own
unique lesson plans, it would be helpful to them to have available, as ex-
amples, career education lesson plans that had been previously developed
hy others. Teachers atgrades 7-9 level seemed to agree. They talked about
the positive potential of "starter activities" as a -means OF increasing teacher
productivity. Like teachers fmm all other grade levels, they indicated resist-
ance-to the "camwd package" approach to inservice education, but they
felt that a set of.practical suggestions on "how to begin" would be welcomed
bv most teachers.

A senior high teacher mark an interesting point in differentiating the
inservice needs of what he called "good" teachers from the needs of those
he labeled "poor" teachers. In his opinion, the "good" teacher will insist
that a considerable amount of inservice time for career education be devoted
to studying the "why" of career education--its basic nature, concepts, philos-
ophy, and rationale. While this "good" teacher would like to have available
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for study concrete examples of what some other teachers have.done, she/he
will prefer to develop her/his own specific lesson plans after engaging in
serious study and reflection. The "poor" teacl-:er, on the other hand, will
come to the workshop looking primarily for "how to do it" examples that
can either be copied "as is" or easily modified for her/his use in the next
school year. There was no consensus among the teachers present when this
point was raised.

A high degree of consensus was found for the limited usefulness of the
"one shot consultant" as the only form of teacher inservice education in
career education. Teachers seemed in general agreement that two kinds of
"one shot Consultants" are needed, but that both have limited usefulmss.
One type is the "expert conceptualizer" who can explain the basic 'nature
and rationale of career education and field questions from teachers who
want to question the concept. This type of individual was considered, at
least by the grade 10-12 teacf. , to serve a valuable function in assuring
that a common basis for considering career education is present.

The second type of "one shot consultant" teachers seem to value is the
practitioner" who has already made career education ovTational in

another school and is willing to share his/her "how to do it" ideas and mate-
rials with other teachers. While both types of "one shot consultants" were
considered useful, neither was seen as having any significant long run impact
on the future of career education practices within any given school. Teachers
seemed in agreement that no matter how effective the "one shot consultant"
is, the long-run impact will be more heavily influenced by the amount of
time teachers are given to develop their own thoughts and plans than on the
immediate impact made by the "one shot consultant." Time is what teachers
are asking for.

Scope and Sequence Problems
One of the pioblems of greatest current concern to career educat;on con-

ceptualizers is that of "scope and sequence" for career education. A great
deal of debate and controversy on this subject now exists. Agreement seems
to be present that the problem of how to avoid duplication and how to
deliver -.reer education in an orderly manner consistent with the principles
of career development is one that the career education movement must
solve. If this problem is not solved, career education runs the risk of becom-
ing a "duplicatory," rather than a "developmental" concept. Because of the
apparent serious nature of this problem. questions regarding scope and
sequence for (...reer education were raised in "mini-conferences" for experi-
enced teachers in career education at the K-12 levels.

No general agreement could be found amcing teachers regarding either
the seriousness of the problem or an- appropriate solution. Teachers were
divided on tilt, question of whether or not a real problem exists. Here,
teacher arguments on both sides of the question will.be reported.
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Those arguing for the necessity for having some scope and sequence plans
for career education had concrete examples for use in justifying their con-
cerns. For example, Ruth Roberts, who works at the K-6 level in South
Portland, Maine, reported that, by the end of their first year of operation in
career education, all teachers had asked their pupils: (a) "What does your
'adv.:r do at work? and (b) "What kinds of work do your parents do at
home?" If this were to continue, it is obvious that pupils would very soon
tire of aniwering these questions each time they faced a new teacher. Another
example was found in a school Nvhere, during a pre-school workshop, ,all
teachers had been given a career education set of materials on "consumer-
ism." Later in the year, that set of materialsintact in every detailwas

being taught in five different classrooms in the same elementary school!
Examples such as this certainly make it clear that a problem does exist.

On the other hand, several teachers were emphatic in their feelings that
they want nothing to do with a forthal "scope and sequence" career educa-
tion organizational chart in their schools. Examples of statements some of
these teachers made include the following: (a) "A scope and sequence
chart would destroy teacher creativity"; .(b) "Teachers are going to do their
own thing anyway so a scope and sequence chrrt doesn't matter; (c) "You
don't have to worry about scope and sequence if you have turned on
teachers"; (d) "You don't have to worry about scope and sequence because
each teacher is different"; and (e) "Scope and sequence charts are the
kinds of things teachers put away on the back shelf as soon as they are given
thern.'! Teachers making these remarks were career education advocates, not
opponents! They were very serious in expressing these concerns. No matter
how important scope and sequence matters seem to career education con-
ceptualizers, these kinds of teacher concerns cannot be ignored.

A beginning on moving toward resolution of this apparent conflict in
opinion was made when discussions were centered around the topics of
"'career education concepts" as opposed to "career education. activities."
At that point, some consensus did appear to emerge. Most teachers seemed
to agree that "career education concepts" can be repeated year after year
with no negato effects. Rosalyn SMith, an eleiner.tary school teacher in
Washington, D.C., pointed our that to do so would in no way be inez.ro-
sistent with the way American education has.always operated. As an example,
she emphasind the fact that American history is now taught to most stu-
dents at the 4th grade. 8th grade. and '1 lth grade levels with some of the
same concepts included at all three levels.

In general, teachers, at all levels. eNpressed interest in and appreciation
for having a comprehensive set of career education concepts available for use
as they planned ways of infusing such concepts into dwir classroom activities.
They agreed on the necessity for such a set of concepts, but resisted "parcel-
ing" out some concepts to teachers at each of the various grade levels. They
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seem to want to have the full range of career education concepts available
for consideration by all teachers at all levels.

On the other hand, teachers expressed great interest in discovering wayS
of "dividing up" sets of suggeSted career education activities so that students
would not be exposed to exactly the same activities year after year. Earlier
in this monograph an example was reported by Jim Wilcox, Devils Lake,
N. Dak., where suggested career education activities have been "scoped and
sequenced" under a classification system based on subject matter to be
covered. In the opinion of .one elementary teacher, "school" is the "scope
and sequence" and the full range of career education concepts should be
available.for insertion into the total school at any level and at any time.

Hilda Kemp, Bloomington, perhaps expressed the closest approxi-
mation found to a consensus position when she indicated that she feels h. is
desirable for different teachers to emphasize the same career education con-.
cepts, but undesirable for different teachers to repeat the same kinds .of
career education activities. When Dorothy Clark, North Little Rock, Ark.,
was asked what she would.do if another teacher in her school "copied" the
very exciting career educatlon activities Dorothy had just described for the
"mini-conference" participants, Dorothy replied by saying it wouldn't bother
hershe would just "invent" a brand new set of activities for herself!

Wanda Simpkins, Beckley, W. Va., reported that in her school system
all teachers were asked to submit a list of career education activities they
were considering for use during the next school year. Then, during work-
shop sessions, they came to agreement in terms of which activities were
appropriate for various grade levels in accordance with particular occupa-
tional clusters to be emphasized at each level.

Ruth Roberts, South Portland, Maine, showed the group a ."scope and
sequence" chart that teachers in that system have found useful: She reports
that, using this chart, teachers were able to find specific parts of their texts
that fit into particular parts of the scope and sequence chart they had
constructed.

General agreement seemed to be present for the concept that differing
types of career education activities are appropriate at various levels in a
K-12 system. One junior high teacher expressed her opinion that the pri-
mary difference between career awareness at the K-6 level and career
exploration at the 7-9 level is that in career awareness the pupil is a receiver
of information whereas, in .career exploration the pupil is the subject of
concern.. Whether nOt K-6 teachers would agree with this kind of dis-
tinction is open o question.

The princip:!.. bOind this assertion, however, seems sound. At the K-6
level, teacherv et whasized the difference between "career education" and
what K-6 teachers have always done to acquaint students with the world
of work. They chamcterind this as being primarily the difference between
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asking the question "What product is being produced?" as opposed to the
career education questions: "Who produces the material? What kinds of
lifestyles do different kinds of workers have? How do the products and/or
services produced eelp society?" This is primarily what these teachers mean
when they use the tern-1 "career awareness." In "career exploration," on the
othet: hand, the primary questicn teachers seek to help students answer is,
'"Do I have the interest, abilities, and oppertunities to consider 'X' occupa-
tional area as a possible kind of work for me?" Obviously, if this distinction
in kinds of questions asked has validity, then certainly different kinds of
activities must be considered appropriate at different levels on the K-12
continuum.

The prime con,..ern of K-12 classroom teachers with respect to scope and
sequence problems appears to lie in their expressions of desire to avoid
exposing pupils to the same activities year after year, not in the question of
whether or not the same career education concepts are repeated. This con-
cern for activities extends. moreover. beyond a simple concern for whether
or not the same materials are used. Rosa Detamore, who teaches at the
grades 4-6 level in Julesburg. Colo., made the point that it doesn't bother
her, for example, to use the same film that another teacher had used with
the same group of pupils in the previous year. As Rosa said, "It doesn't
matter because the questions I ask after showing the film are different."

In terms of the current status of career education across the Nation, it
seems reasonable to argue that "scope and sequence" problems are not, at
the present time, of great importance in most school systems that have
initiated sortie kind ef career education effort That- is, in a majority of such
schools, only a portion of teachers. systemwide. are currently engaged in
delivering career education in the classroom. Even at the building level,
it is more unusual than usual to find all professional staff members engaged
in some kind of career education effort. Typically, only some of the teachers
in any given school are at present "turned on" to career education and
engaged in its implementation. In terms of school systems, it is more tyPical.
than atypical, to find career education being stressed strongly at one level
(for example. K-6) while still being largely ignored at another level (for
example, 10-12).

Still, if and when the career education concept gains further momentum
as a vehicle `cr change in American education, problems of scope and
sequence will increase in seriousnffs and frequency. The thoughts of the
K-12 teachers who contributed to this monoirraph will, it is hoped, be cf
some help to those who will face such problems.
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Concluding Remarks

This publication has attempted to Summarize the thoughts and recorn-
mendations r.f. 49 K-12 classroom teachers now engaged in delivering career
education. These 49 teachers differed widely in their backgrounds, experi-
ences, and points of view. TheY came from all parts of the United States
and are currently working in a wide variety of educational settingsrural,
suburban, and urban. Each has tried to express her/his pmfessional judg-
ments and experiences as ,clearly and openly as possible.

In spite of their diversity, these 49 teachers shared an enthusiasm for and
'dedication to career education tliat was exciting and stimulating to observe.
They are creative, concerned. unafraid, truly professional individuals. If all
of theiii could, Somehow, be employed in the same K-12 school system,
wonderfully positive benefits would be bound to accrue to students and to
the community.

The 49 teachers participating in the four "mini-conferences" On which this
monograph is based represent only a sample of untold thousands of similar
high quality teachers throughout the United .States now engaged in similar
kinds of activities. h is teachers such as these who hold the key and who
will determine the long run effectiveness of career education as a reform
movement in American education. If they can be given sufficient freedom
and support, they can and will do great things for both the students they
serve and for the greater society. It is not nearly so important that we empha-
size "career education" as it is that we acknowledge and express apprecia-
tion for the kind of "teacher power" represented by this sample of teachers
who came together to talk about their efforts to effect change in the class-
room. They truly are THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE!
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APPENDIX A

What Keeps Me Going in Career Education

The following written reactions were made by conference pardcipants to Ctu above
question:

This is a place in education where I can be creative. All the new materials I am
being exposed to are really a boost to my enthusiasm. Learning new things is exciting
to me; when my children get excited about learning, a continuous spark flows.

It's exciting for me, too, to meet the parents ....Ito come to explain their careers.
I feel I get a tremendous insight into my kids, and it's great to see the expressions
on their faces en their "special day."

Nadine Dunning

The thing that keeps me going in career education is the kids' response. The excite-
ment and interest that career education acti..-ities generate are the rewards. Kids who
have felt that school was not their place are finding that, in fact, it is. There is room
for their interests, their ideas, and their offerings. They can talk about what they
think, how they feel, what they wonder about, what they wish for and dream of,
whom they respect and admire, and can tell their teachers and friends, with increasing
clarity, why.

Career ediication activities provide, for the academically poor student, a place to
shine. It provides, for the good student, a new areaa challenge to thought in un-
explored directions, perhaps a release from boredom. It provides, for the teacher,
a new window to the child and the world itself.

Ann D'Andrea

1. The children are enthusiastic about this approach to learning.
2. The teacher is growing professionally along with the children.
3. The opportunity exists for total involvementchildren, parents, the community.
4. lt helps to clarify the "vehy" and "what for" of school to children.
5. It increases the child's understanding of himself and others and helps to clarify

values.
6. /t is fun for kids and the teacher! !
7. It brings the school and learning experiences out of the four walls and into the

whole world. It makes school come alive for children.
8. Career education changes the focns from the product to people.

Peggy Horner

1. It serves as a shot in the arm for malting the academics real and meaningful to
children .. . an excellent motivational teilmique for teachers as well as kids.

2. It enhances a positive self-concept, thus building self-confidence as well as respect
for others.

3. It is a learning experience for teachers as well as children.
4. It bridges the gap between the school, the home, and the community.
5. The spark of enthusiasm and confidence generated by the kids for learning serves
as a reinforcement for me. It removes the "b141,s" from teaching.

Gwendolyn Wright
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I have found that by incorporating the idea of career education into
I have been able to plan, with flexibility, lessons that are new and
still teach the basic skills.

The enthusiasm that is generated between the students, theil parents,
and myself is really what turns me on.

my curriculum,
innovative and

fellow teachers,

Bertha Morris

Career education is one way in which we can help children become aware of the
necessity of learning skins.

Career education is exciting! The children's enthusiasm gives us real satisfaction.
We feel a real ;teed for a good self-image to be developed in each child, and we feel
career education does this.

Career education can be implemented into our already existing currkulumnot an
added subject in an already too busy schedule.

..er education can be carried on with-limited commercial materials. Creating
.ing our own units makes it more relevant and more likely to be used.

Dolores Johnson

What keeps me going in career education are the needs of minority children. I ieel
it is very important to reach them at an early age because minority children, in
parocular, end up in the world of work unprepared. It should be our responsioility

guide these children in the right direction and prepare them for future life roles.
i nority rhildren tend to have a low sdf-iniage. In the primary grades (K-3), there

,luittld be a lot of sdf-awareness activities: students should be directed into making
decisions and being responsible. It is very rewarding for me to see children at this age
have a good feeling about themselves.

Dora Wied1L4lz

My original interest ar.d enthusiasm about career education was the result of my
association with someone who was already "hooked." It was new and challenging.
During the nt 2 years career education..began to have more meaning to me. What
keeps me going now is the knowkdge that career education is just good education
the best! The concepts that I feel are most meaningful to me include:

I. Relationship between the world of work and school as motivation.
2, Self-awareness for lifelong decisions.
3. Stimulating learning environments leading to reduction of "student alienation."
4. Emphasis on academic achievement with a purpose.
Career education adds a new dimension to learningnot just learning for learning's

sake, not just because "it's good for you," and not just because "I say so." The stu-
dent becomes aware of the world within which he lives and has a "real!' reason for
12 years of school.

Marilyn Hildebrandt

The thing that keeps me going in career education is knowing that the program can
give students the opportunity to become innovative and motivated. I've seen teachers
ask for more, and I feel good about my task.

Alan Schoenbach

The most important factor that keeps me going in career education is my belief
that the students at the K-3 level are at a stage where they begin to focus on an
awareness of themselves. This concept development is the basis upon which persons
can build and develop ideas about what they wish to do with their lives.
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The activities and discussions involved in the career education program provide a
vehicle for me to work toward develOpment of self-concepts. Career education allows
me to exercise my own personal creativity and helps me to be able to create a more
exciting atmosphere for the children in my classroom. The results of my efforts here
have been personally rewarding.

The "spark" in the eye of a shy child who had p'reviously felt that he "can't do"
is worth so much when I can show him that he has much to offer, whatever his ability.

Efforts to integrate career education into all aspects of social and academic life at
school are a challenge to me, although I would like to get to the place where I can
drop the term "career education."

Judy Bowling

The connection between elementary education now and a practical use for it in the
"real" world is vital, in my opinion, to the third graders I work with. At this level,
many of the students need a reason for school and can easily be "turned off" to formal
education. I am pleased that they were very excited about the unit ye worked on
atid did see a purpose for formal education.

Judy Adams

The main thing that keeps me going in career education is "turning on" kids.
When a :hild says, "My daddy will come and tell us about fixing teeth," his eyes
light up and he makes all my efforts worthwhile.

I truly enjoy the involvement with the parents, too. Inviting them to come to the
classroom and watch their attitudes change as a result is rewarding to me.

I feel that I am making a worthwhile contribution to the whole educational process
of my 6 years olds, their parents, and others in our school community.

Phyllis Catlett

Career ed ..ation is exciting, and it's realistic. It's an old concept with a 'new
slant. h motivates a child and makes his work in school more relevant. It involves
business people, parents, etc. and helps them understand what w e are doing in school.
Career ed helps parents to know that their children are being better prepared for the
future, will be able to make better career choices, and will be happier in their work.
It makes the child aware of the world outside the school where h might fit in as a
productive, happy, well-adjusted member of society. It also helps him find ways of
using leisure time, which is also very important. Wien the children are happy and
excited about school, so am I!

Rosa Detamore

To me, career education is an inspiration to try something really exciting and
interesting. There- are many approaches to working basic skills into the curriculum
with a focus on career ed. Often, I can share my experiences with other teachers.

Parents are very interested and appreciate what teachers are doing for their
children. They hope that career education will be continued each year. As one parent
said, "Peter is so excited. He wants to get up early to come to school because some-
thing wonderful is happening."

As children become aware of different careers, they find out more about themselves
as well as becoming aware of (or taking part in) many approaches to learning. They
become better readers as they read newspapers each day to learn of job opportunities.

Finally, I feel like I am at last teaching in a "fun way." Children become creative
and do outstanding work in many of the former "dull subjects." The boys and girls
like me as a teacher. It is a pleasure to know that you are a friend and a teacher.

Dorothy Clark
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1. Career education motivates students.
2. Career education makes school relevant now and in the future.
3. Career education invokes parent participation.
4. Career education helps students become aware of the world outside the classroom

and the contributions all of us can make to each other.
5. Career education satisfies the cry of parents who want children to be more pre-

pared for the future and able to make intelligent choices aoout work.
Marlys Dickmeyer

The first thing that keeps me going is the gond feeling I have while creating career
education activit.es. I enjoy planning with other teachers, parents, and members of .

the community.
Secondly, children's reactions and progress act as a 5pu7t to my desire to be in-

volved with career education. When a child makes a comment about a particular
occupation, (roes research on his own, or shows that he is involved actively in some-
thing he enjoys then I feel good and want to do more.

Rosalyn Smith

As an observer of people, children in particular, teachers make mental notes of
attitudes, possible successes, and probable failures. In an education system such as
ours, the loss of just one student gives 'cause for concern. Thus, to observe many
dropping out nf the system, the concern then turns to real worry.

Career edt...ation can be viewed as an important turning point for educators..With
career education as an education task, students can become aware of the many choices
available to them. The thinking of many students now is toward early entry into the
job market. This requires that they get the necessary information for making an
occupational choice that is self-fulfilling and yet permits them to maintain a positive
approach to living. The youth wh ,. before was sure to becomc. a "pvshout" in the
education system will be able *o find a "career" that will enable him/her to maintain
self-respect and a measure of independence which is very important io each of us,
if we are to "live rather than "exist" within the framework of our own culture.

To be a part of this effort to "reclaim," and in some measure help to restore, the.
faith of our young students in "self-attainment," to recreate interest in achievement,
self-fulfillment, and all the elements of humanness through career education is the
kind of excitement that keeps me going as an elementary teacher.

Hilda Kemp

Career education turns me on because it turns kids on! It turns the kids on because
it is new, it is relevant, and it makes them feel like "ok" human beings.

The easiest way that I have found to get into career education is to simply have
the kids think of a career that relates to the subject'matter they are presently study-
ing, write questions that they would like to have answered about this career, and
invite somebody involved with this career into the classroom to talk with the kids:
From this experience, and the effect of this experience on the class, we are led into
other facets of the goals and objectives of career education.

Do not think of career education as adding additional subject matter to the
curriculum. It is not an addition; it is simply infused into, and k very much a part
of, the subject matter that is now being taught.

Teachers attempt to make education more relevant to children, attempt to make
children see the value in education, attempt to create an environnymt in your class-
room v..here children can be happy and learn. Now, teachers must think of carecr
education as another tool to help mare all of these "good" things happen in the
classroom'
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If career education is approached with feelings of enthusiasm, teachers will be
amazed at how receptive the kids will be, not only to the new career awareness that
they are learning, but also to the subject matter that is related to this particular career.

I continue to be turned on by career education because it is a tool that works to
improve the education of kids!

Ruby Hauder

1. The Kids!
2. I feel that the "secret" is to give the kids a. variety of activities, and career educa-

tion helps you to do this.
3. My emphasis is on developing self-awareness and work values in career education.

Improving the kid's self-concept makes work worth continuing. Attitudes improve
as a result of increased self-awareness and positive environment. They enjoy school
more.

4. Being at a conference like this and meeting such grand people really give me the
enthusiasm to get going and try new ideas that we've talked about.

Roxanne Schmidt

What keeps me going in career ed is the same thing that keeps me teaching in the
first place. Career education is a vehicle for getting students excited and enthusiastic
about school. With that kind of attitude, learning is easy.

I enjoy, too, the flexibility in the philosuphy that allows me the opportunity to
direct my students toward what is of interest now rather than the demand to adhere
to a set curriculum or timetable.

Jean Trent

Career ed is a whole, new, great way of teaching that is never boring. This is the
only teaching experience I've ever had where the "sky is the limit" in activities.
It does more for the W.7..ote development of the child than any other method.

I suppose results (student growth in skols, etc.) should be the prime reason for my
wanting to continue career education, but the enthusiastic attitude of the pupils, the
eager worker, the interested student whom I see before me are what encourage me
to do more career education. The fact that learning can be taking place right in the
midst of a happy, pleasant, active atmosphere is next to a miracle.

Wanda Simpkins

I believe in it! It makes sense. It is in tune with my intuition about education. The
teacher is concerned with the whole child, not the subject alone; and the subject
matter is related to the real world and is interdisciplinary (unit approach). If you
took away all the funding in our system, our teachers would keep on using the ideas
they have learned through career education.

Ruth Roberts

We have a number of students in our system who leave school at 16. We need to
get these and all students into an education program that will give them the skills
they need to go out into the world to make a living. I see so many students finish
school but know only studying books. They need to be exposed to all different kinds
of carccrs: see the people on the job, ask questions about the career, find out if this
would be something that they could do or would want to do.

Pat McKinney
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I'm convinced that I must incorporate career education into my classroom activitiesand formal subject matter every time I encounter one of the following:
(1) a parent unhappy or dissatisfied with his job or career choice;
(2) a dropout who hangs around school morning and evening, bragging that he'sno longer regimented, but who has nothing better to do than return dailrto,.,

the scene of his failures;
(3) a parent who says that . Jr.'s dad is a successful dentist, plumber, etc.,and that they want to carry on family business;
(4) a welfare recipient whose family has a 2 or 3 generation of welfare dependencyin our community, and who feels that the government will take care of them;and

(5) any child, because regardless of his present aims or goals, maybe I can acquaint
him with some facet of the broad spectrum that nobody else may touch on forhim, or at least present another option he may investigate further.

Conscious that my language arts and geography curriculum is not what students will
retain, I endeavor to gear my teaching of those subjects to their daily life situations,
present and future. All of life consists of work and leisure time; and, to me, that's
what career education is all about.

Genevieve Chapman

The greatest joy of career education done well is that it is meaningful both to thestudent and the teacher. It is "doing" rather than "being done to." Opening astudent's eyes to the realities of rent, car payments, a budget, and various careerscan have all sorts of spin-offs.

(1) The student becomes the discoverer, the telephone caller, the evaluator.
(2) Community resources contribu-te to the classroom. Even if they live near a

city, students are often ignorant of business and industry in their immediate
area. Enthusiasm grows as students arrange mini-trips to businesses, and
parents get involved as drivers and guest speakers.

(3) Students thrive on real responsibility, and career education offers it in abund-
ance. They love to look at their own values and discover their own problem-
solving abilities. The classroom easily can become student-centered rather than
teacher-centered.

Jeri Aldridge

I feel career education offers pupils a more meaningful education. It fosters positive
attitudes toward work and helps pupils realize their role as future workers.

Through mini-courses in various careers at the junior high level, students can
become aware of available opportunities in the job market.

Teachini career education and relating it to the 7th grade life sciences has been a
challenge. What I have learned from other people has made me more knowledgeable
concerning different careersproblems in obtaining an education, salary, duties, etc.

Melba Underwood

The rewards come from seeing students become excited over learning and from
seeing teachers understand what career education is about. Teachers look at their
subject areas in a new way and then integrate career education concepts into theh
classwork. 6 0
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One specific reward came froM a 7th grade female whiz; said that now she believes
she can be a doctor. Another came from a student who continued working, during
his summer vacation, with a cartoon artist who had worked with interested students
in our school. Another was the letter from participants from the community who
expressed gratitude for the opportunity of being a part of our school career education
activities. In addition, the feeling of personal growth since becoming involved with
career education is tremendous!

Anna Calderas

The children have been quite turned on to what we're doing, and that reassurance
is invaluable. Since student input is also an integral part of our program, they feel
committed to careers and career exploration.

Parents have been a mixed blessing. Some resistance was felt when children of
professional parents objected to fieid trips to the county vocational-technical school.
Hopefully, we will minimize the resistance this year by taking the parents on the trip
with the children. The rewards come when you get a . letter from a parent saying
you've made the child proud of his father's job.

Changing attitudes is a part of the game. To instill a sense of dignhy in work is a
major achievement. We are seeing results now. Mike's father is a printer. He spoke
to the class and took children to his shop. Children told their parents. The parents
were interested, and now the printer is teaching a class for the community education
program.

What keeps me going? I always try to remember that I'm teaching children, not
subjects!

Margaret McGrath

Career education is one of the most practical programs to ever be introduced in
our school system. Students must learn the basic academics, but at the same time,
they need to learn something about survival skills. Our school system should prepare
students for what comes after school. As educators, it is our responsibility to expose
youngsters to the meaning of work, explore cluster areas and help them plan a future.
Mso, students need to see pecple on the jobthey need to sample a taste of the
reality which one day they will be thrust into. ,

Mary Sue Gentry

Career education provides an opportunity for youngsters to make a choice. Through
career education, youngsters can develop an understanding of the world they live in
and how they can be a part of it. One goal of career education is to equip the child
to live a meaningful life.

Career education involves the total child and the conscious effort to produce bene-
fits for self or others. Career education involves the totality of work done in a life-
time,.not merely paid work.

Career education is one goal of education and should not detract from other note-
worthy goals of education. It should he involved in all subject areas at all grade
levels for all students. It is a vehicle by which school can be made relevant to the
student. By the time the student graduates from high school he/she should be pre-
pared for a role in the "real wOrld." .

The more I become involved in the various programs of career education, the
deeper my commitment. I have benefited from the enthusiasm of practitioners of career
education. I believe in career education. The concept of work can answer important
questions of "Why am I?" and "Who needs me?" and "What is my purpose?" and
"Why do I need that knowledge?" It is my hope and desire that career education will

provide definite concepts to be achieved so that the students can become a meaningful
part of the'world of work.

6 1
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Career education provides me, a classroom teacher, with a terrific tool, the tool of
motivation. Because of career education, I can give the students participating in my
class experience justification for being there. At the junior high level, students need
to have logical reasons for applying themselves.

Career education reaches into and motivates all kinds of children. It gives them an
opportunity to prepare for the world they live in. It gives me great pleasure to see
our community enthusiasticall sharing student plans and ideas.

Julie Jantzi

I feel very strongly that a 9th grade student should be able to assess himself or
herself based on knowledge of strengths, interests, ahilities, and needs. He/she should
be able to relate that knowledge to a very hroad occupational field and, in turn,
relate that to educational planning for the post junior high educational step and/or
for an early entry into the job market (13-16 years old).

How to reach this global goal is an agonizing question. We must spend some effort
on scope and sequence and evaluation.

Theresa Cushee

When I see leachers and students bubbling over about just being in school, I'm
super elated. I have felt for some time that teachers have avoided helping students
make decisions and find out more about themselves. To help students with questions
like "Who am I?", "Do you mean that I have to actually pay my way in a few
years?", and "What am 1 going to do with my leisure time?" really turn me on as a
teacher. Since I teach writing classes at several levels, I need ways to give students a
reason to write. When I can take a group of students and teach photography, essay
writing. display work. interviewing. group participation, and who knows what else at
the same time, then I can wake up and be excited ahout going to work.

Not only do I now teach basic skills. I can also offer children a little hetter .chance
not to have to say 10 years from now, "I don't want to go to work today."

Finally, occasionally 1 need to be pumped up with new ideas. Therefore, conferences
s.oeb as this one will give me a better outlook for the coining school year. At the same
time, I can help some of the die-hards in our school who have not yet turned on to
career education.

James Wilcox

I'm kePt going by inner motivation that is a priceless gift. I am a self-sorter, a
dedicated professional educator, and I am a persistent, persevering person. When I
thoughtfully come to the conviction of the Worth of an idea. I think next of how to
implement it. I do not need anyone's permission. nor can anything or person become
an overwhelming obstacle to me. I have one life, loads of love to give, . I answer
to myself and to God.

Catherine Schwarz

I think my fierce dedication to career education comes, in part, from the personal
inconveniences and frustrathms I've experienced. I choose to helieve I made foolish
occupational decisions because no career education program encouraged me to learn
the necessary skills for wise decision making. I would like to help stilt...A-As avoid
similar frustrations, and I believe that career education will enable me to do so.

Terri Cormly
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What keeps me going is the opportunity to affect, in a significant way, what
happens to students in the classroom. Increasingly, and with justification, students
are rejecting classroom experiences; or they are questioning the .need for and the
relevancy of these experiences. Administrators and teachers are recognizing the need
for change, and it is both exciting and rewarding to help develop and implement
strategies and materials that make stodents' learning more meaningful.

Ann McMichael

The whole concept of career education has tremendous appeal to me. Over the
years. I have taught (24). I have been aware of various shortcomings in education.
I have mentioned some of these to others in the field but how or wliere to correct the
problems I have never learned. Most have agreed with me, sighed, and forgotten the
whole thing. Now, career education succinctly defines these same problems and offers
a logical, workable, sequential plan that will work! Everyone concerned is involved
in a meaningful manner.

There is great value to everyone. Students will learn what is expected in the world
of work. how to cope effectively, and how to progress in the field of their choke. The
teachers will appreciate the rebirth of dedictition in their students, and work will be
more pleasant. The business-industry peopk will be delighted to have students who
know and apply good job-seeking techniques, good work habits, and snmoth personal
relationships.

Career education is the dos:nit thing I know to a panacea. There will be mistakes,
set-backs, and misunderstandings; but the founders and motivators of career educa-
tionare moving slowly and thoroughly. They are checking and re.checking as they
progress. I am thrilled to realize that I am a part of this tremendously exciting
movement. I consider all of my years in education as preparation for career education.

Robert Potter

To help a student help himself/hercelf is my concept of a teacher's role in society.
Over the years the role I've chosen has led me to try various ways of helping students
to help themselves. This is a continuous process of changing some teaching methods
and retaining others.

At this time the clarification of values is an excellent ....ay Of bringing weial studks
material to life. I now find that by combining value clarification methods with career

. education materials I can fill more of the students personal and practical needs. Thus,
it is possible for me to advance the study of the social sciences to a level unreachable
before.

It is this aspect of career education which makes ine able to help the students help
themselves by providing a class which meets their personal needs.

Jerald Hoff man

I keep fooling around with career education because it keeps me busy. More than
anything else, I like to try out something new all the timeplanning and plotting,
doing and redoing, and maybe even succeeding sometimes. It makes it pgssible for
me to be exhausted and happy every night.

It's also one of the few strategies I've tried that has had a visibly positive effect
on a group of students who previously gave me much difficulty. So I guess it alkviates
some of my frustrationsand that can't be all bad.

And lastly, some of my students have said that the course was just what they
needed, and they've recruited other students. So it's good for business.

Michael Watman
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The things which I do in my classes which might ta.11 within the broad scope of
career education and/or: sre motivated by a desire to implement career education in
some degree occur because (a) I understand that a school program, in meeting its
full responsibility, ought to help prepare a student for the various forms of work
which arc going to occupy the majority of the waking hours of his/her lifetime, and
(b) because the career education personnel in my school keep showing up at faculty
and department meetings to remind us of the wisdom of (a).

Edtvard M. Kemble

Career education is a tool by which I can increase my ability to teach students
about life and the world in which they will live as adults. Career education enhances
my program and gives me an oppertunity to make it relevant to their present school
experiences and to what they see happening in their family life.

In addition, community resources become an important part of the student's educa-
tion. Speakers are used to explain materials formerly taught by the teacher, small
field trips to various businesses give students, a feeling that adults are interested in
them as individuals, and materials supplied by local businesses enrich the programs.

A revision of the curriculum to emphasize career education has also led to coordina-
tion of programs in the math, English. social studies, and business departments so
the student is able to see a relationship in what he is learning to his total program.

Career education has also led me to reveal more of myself as an individual: my
values, my aspirations, my expectations, the human called me. It is a humanizing
process for my teaching.

In reality, I really cannot express what really keeps me going because it is just a
feeling inside that says it is right.

Gerry Phelps

I am turned on to education. Because career education is the finest humanizing
factor to be introduced into education in the past 25 years, I am completely com-
mitted to the program. We have been talking about humanizing classrooms forever
in education. What greater move to humanize education than to offer students a
relevancy within their school program. Career education makes education relevant.
The student can be made aware of the opportunities he has been offered each day in
his school year. The good career education program listens as well as presents ideas.
The good career education program becomes an active partner with the students it
serves, in making the working world real. A good career education program meets
the students where they arc and provides a vehicle for their personal and educational
development. So I am turned on in career education because it meets my needs as
well as the needs of my students.

James E. Knott

Career education is an integral, though frequently overloo':ed, part of business
education. Early in my teaching career, I became aware of the students' -interest and
concern about business careers. Convquently, I began to include speakers from busi-
ness, recent graduates who were employed ii. business, and business school representa-
tives as resource people for my shorthand and office procedures stUdents. As the years
have rolled by I have expanded and amplified, my office procedures course to devote
4 weeks to a unit called Orientation to Office Work and 2 weeks to two interfacing
units called Personal and Professional Qualities and Securing Office Employment.
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My experience confirms that students have only a limited knowledge of career
opportunities commensurate with their interest and abilities. Hence, I feel an obliga-
tion to make them more aware of career possibilities and to provide an opportunity
for serious planning, thinking, and decision making. Each student analyzes skills and
personal qualities required for career choices and then evaluates present skills and
further tries to establish career goals.

Ruth Dittes

As a teacher I have the responsibility of providing students with adequate prepara-
tion for living productive lives. After years of trying many methods, of jumping on
many bandwagons that were often ineffective and short-lived, I see career education
as an excellent way of making education relevant.

Career education promises to assist all kinds of learners described by eduCators
from the slow learner to the gifted. I have tried integrating career education into the
English program and it works. It adds interest and vitality to my class. It makes the
difference between a passive, indifferent class and an actively involved one. Students
learn to think for themselves. They see their schoolwork as an important base for the
preparation of living useful, productive lives. In fact, career education involves every
phase of one's life cycleeducation, work, home and family life, and leisure time.
For the first time I see the real meaning of "educating the whole person."

The most important thing to me as a teacher is that career education improves
self-awareness and allows each student to develop his own talents: I am willing to
work for, to keep, to expand this kind of program.

Annie Hale

Approaching the Bicentennial of our Nation's.birth, we feel a deep sense of appre-
ciation for the struggles and accomplishments of those who pioneered and carved this
great country from an untamed wilderness. Such looking back brings renewed enthu-
sidsm, strength, self-reliance, and courage in facing the future.

Career education turns me on and keeps me, going! I feel that it represents a true
rebirth in our nation's schools: it brings fresh air and new life to education, bringing
student, teacher, parent, and community needs into a perspective which is meaningful
and real to young people.

Career education strikes a stror g responsive 'chord in me and in the fiber and soul
of every teacher committed to the service of youth in school and community. It has
sparked enthusiasm, creativity, and courage which has characterized my sense of
mission to spread that spark among my colleagues.

Career education is the most wholesome approach I have found in dealing with
young.people, because it makes the school come alive and brings the classroom into
the community and the community into the classroom.

Rita Nugent
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APPENDIX B

Directory of Participants

Judy Adams
Teacher, Grade 3
1065 Boac liff Drive
Alden, N.Y. 14004

Judy Bowling
Teacher, Grade 2
1105 Sunset Drive
Monroe, N.C. 28110

Phyllis Catlett
Teacher, Grade 1
2016 Last State
Phoenix, Ariz. 85020

Ann D'Andrea
Teacher, Grade 3
P.O. Box 174
Manchester Center, Vt. 05255

Nadine Dunning
Teacher, Grade 2
3502 Schilling
Missoula, Mont. 59801

Marilyn Hildebrandt
Resource Teacher
3221 Scenic Drive
Modesto, Calif. 95355

Dorothy Clark
Teacher, Grade 4
5143 Greenway Drive
North Little Rock, Ark. 72116

GRADES K.-3

Peggy Horner
Teacher, Grade 3
400 South Lalte Drive
Watertown, S.D. 57201

Delores Johnson
Teacher, Grade 2
1314 Octagon Court
Watertown, Wis. 53094

Bertha Morris
Teacher, Grade 1
3 North Towfiview Lane
Newark. Del. 19711

Alan Schoenbach
Elem. Career Ed. Sp.
56 Clearview Avenue
Danbury, Conn. 06810

Dora Wiedholz
Teacher, Grade 2
Buckskin Road
Pocatello, Idaho 83201

Gwendolyn Wright
Career Ed. Curr. Writer
4851 Labadie Avenue
St. Louis, /V.:".o. 63115

GRADES 4-6

Marlys Dickmeyer
Teacher, Grades 3-6
10252 Bayless Circle
Osseo, Minn. 55869

Rosa Detamore Delia Duckworth
Teacher Teacher, Grade 6
421 Walnut 908 Hope Road
Julesburg, Colo. 80737 Greeneville, Tenn. 37743
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Ruth Roberts
Elem. Curr. Coordinator
65 Thew Road
South Portland, Maine 04106

Roxanne Schmidt
Teacher
R.D. 2, Knights Creek Rd.
Scio, N.Y. 14880

Ruby Hauder
Teacher, Jr. High
618 Vtrinther Blvd.
Nampa, Idaho 83651

Hilda Kemp
Teacher, Grade 5
P.O. Box 1184
Bloomington, Ind. 47401

Jeri Mdrige
Teacher, Junior High
451 Golden Circle #202
Golden, Colo. 80430

Anna Calderas
Career Education Specialist
3244 Lodwick Drive, N.W.
Warren, Ohio 44485

Genevieve Chapman
Teacher, Geography/Lang. Arts
311 Chestnut
Muscatine, Iowa 52761

Brenda Dykes
Career Ed. Consultant
Rt. 1, Box 22
Brashear, Tex. 75420

Wright Faatz
Science Teacher, Gr. 8
2 Robie Street
Gorharn, Maine 04038

Wanda Simpkins
Teacher, Grade 6
Box 1028
Beckley, W. Va. 25801

Rosalyn Smith
Teacher, Grade 5
315 Evarts St., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Jean Trent
Teacher, Grade 6
804 Balboa
Lee's Sum:nit, Mo. 64063

Vivian Yee
Teacher, Grades 4-5
4133 East McDonald Drive
Phoenix, Ariz. 85018

GRADES 7-9

Julie Jantzi
Teacher, Eng./Soc. Studies
Box 502
Milford, Neb. 68405

Margaret McGrath
Teacher, Grades 6-7
1 Kathy Jo Way, Roxboro Run
Ocean View, N.J. 08230

Pat McKinney
Career Ed. Specialist
Rt. 5 Nature Trail
Greer, S.C. :965l

Mary Sue Gentry
Career Ed. Consultant
108 Greenbriar Thruway
Las Vegas, Nev. 89121

Theresa Gushee
Prevocational Coordinator
10908 Layton Street
Upper Marlboro, Md. 20870
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Erma Stargel
Teacher, Curr. Coordinator
Box 381

. Bowling Green, Ky. 42101

Melba Underwood
Teacher, Grades 7-8/Sci.
Box 157
Ghent, W. Va. 25843

Ruth Dittes
Busincss Education Teacher
9560 Trail East Road
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420

.Terri Gormly
5116 Zupine Court
Rockville, Md, 20853

Annie Hale
Teacher
Route 2, Box 58T
Carrollton, Ala. 35447

Jerald Hoffman
RR #1, Box 194
Potell, Wyo. 82534

Edward Kemble
Teacher
5918 Sunrise Road
Lincoln, Neb. 68510

James Knott
Teacher
1503 Birch Avenue
Carroll, Iowa 51401

Jim Wilcox
Teacher
Rt. 1
Devils Lake, N. Dak. 58301

GRADES 10-12

Anne McMichael
Curriculum Specialist
6700 N.E. 22 Way, Apt. 2201
Fort Lauderdale, Fla 33308

Rita Nugent
W Experience Coordinator
108 Clearbrook Lane, Apt. A
Costa Mr2sa, Calif. 92626

Geraldine Phelps
Math Teacher
Box 46
Boscawen, N.H. 03301

Robert Potter
Teacher
Box 151
Enterprise, Utah 84725

Catherine Schwarz
English Teacher
1236 Kensington
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104

Mike Watman
Math Teacher
Apt. 5D, Floral Avenue

.Dover, N.H. 03820
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